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ABSTRACT
THE HIDDEN HELP: BLACK DOMESTIC WORKERS 
IN THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT
Trena E. Armstrong
November 2, 2012

During the 1960’s, nearly ninety percent of black women in the South worked as 
domestic servants. While much has been written depicting the dehumanizing and 
exploitative conditions in which they lived, their contributions to human rights garnered 
from their subtle acts of resistance and specifically, their involvement in the Civil Rights 
Movement, has either been undocumented or documented quite minimally. Despite their 
historical roles and socioeconomic disadvantages, their reach for human agency was 
beneficial to society. This thesis examines their labor as domestic workers and their 
participation in the Civil Rights Movement using the qualitative research method of 
interviews and black feminist theoretical perspective.
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INTRODUCTION

THE HIDDEN HELP: BLACK DOMESTIC WORKERS IN
THE CIVIL RIGHTS

There have been considerable debates concerning *The Help* since the phenomenal success of both Kathryn Stockett’s book and the movie adaptation. One argument questions the abilities of white filmmakers, producers and authors to portray accurate life experiences of African American women. Specifically during the time in which the film is set, many African American women, including the members of the Association of Black Women Historians, felt the atrocities of abuse and racial injustice that African American women experienced were not taken seriously, and depicted as comedic moments (Bracey, 2011; Lee, 2000; Mitchell, 2006). Historically, the life experiences of African American women including that of black domestic workers have been overwhelmingly erroneously depicted in books and film (Bambara, 1970; Dudden, 1983). Their acts of resistance, which catapulted the success of the Civil Rights Movement, have been minimally reported (Evans, 1979).

The purpose of this study is to investigate how black domestic workers negotiated their personal life with their public spheres in the workplace and in the Civil Rights Movement. This includes examining the social relationships between black domestic workers and white employees, the roles they played within the Civil Rights Movement, and how those roles affected their work and personal lives.
Black women are minimally included in the social history of the U.S. including that of the Civil Rights Movement and other important social changes. Come attention has been given to black women such as Septima Clark, Rosa Parks and others who played vital roles in the Civil Rights Movement. However, research on black domestic workers is limited and tends to focus on either the oppressive environments in which they worked (Collier-Thomas and Franklin, 2001; Olson, 2002) or the stereotype of the happy benevolent Mammy (Anderson, 2000). Both these images reflect strained relationships between the oppressed and the oppressor, and little agency to the black women.

Moreover, black women who worked as domestics during the 1950s and 1960s were generally treated as poor, uneducated, child-like creatures (Thompson, 1988). They were seen as victims of their own ignorance, living in black communities of crime and poverty with high levels of premature pregnancies and other societal infractions. This depiction of black life in white minds was common during the Civil Rights Movement era and was supported by legal racial segregation policies (Bambara, 1970).

For black women who labored as domestic workers in the 1960s, the racially segregated South became an integral device for altruism, and created innovative meanings for activism. Their trajectories were sometimes difficult due to their gender, and few were ever recognized in the same fashion as Rosa Parks or Fannie Lou Hamer. Governmental enforced discriminatory laws instilled and validated segregation (Collins, 2009; Crawford, Rouse and Woods, 1993).

Segregation proved to be a highly adaptable way of socially organizing a disfranchised group within American society. Racial segregation was a system to keep African Americans in a subordinate status by denying them equal access to public
facilities and public transportation and equal educational opportunities. Racial segregation in the United States meant segregation of facilities, services, housing, education, employment and transportation based on race. Segregation was a way to legally and socially separate the African Americans in the United States, but it also encompassed other racial and ethnic minorities. As noted by Bullard (2000), legal racial segregation was enforced by law but was finally stopped by the federal government after a series of decisions by the Supreme Court beginning in 1954. Social movements, such as the Civil Rights Movement, prove that, for the most part, in democratic societies different groups have the power to influence their institutions and the culture of their countries in different ways — providing that they are organized to do so and understand the system (legal, political, cultural, and economic) in which they operate (Bloom, 1987).

Although many historians maintain that the Civil Rights Movement began in the 1950s, McGuire (2010) contends the Movement actually began in the 1940s in part as a protest against the ritualistic rape of black women by white men who used sexual violence and terror to derail the freedom movement. As there are variations as to when the Movement began, there are also a number of variations as to how social movements are defined. However, most definitions reflect the notion that they are intrinsically related to bringing about social change. Many of them do encompass the idea that social movements are collective attempts to promote or resist change in a society or group. Further, social movements are conscious collective actions informed of an ideology, aided by an organizational weapon and initiated by a core person or group to bring about change using any means whether violent or non-violent (Benford, Gongaware and Valadez, 2000; Oommen, 1990. In the mid-twentieth century, American sociologists
characterized social movements as the organized end of a spectrum whose opposite pole was crowds and riots (Blumer 1939; Turner and Killian 1987). They saw social movements as highly organized people interacting to establish new meanings about politics but who sometimes were disorderly and problematic for democracy.

While scholarly discussions of social movements have generally remained distinct, according to Goldberg (1991) they are intimately connected to citizenship and racial identity-formation. He proposed that official policies of exclusion from citizenship according to race have drawn boundaries solidifying subordinated racial identity, which then forms the basis for collective action in response to shifting state policies. This dynamic has generally been overlooked by those theorists of social movements who have focused on relative deprivation, resource mobilization and responses to political opportunities, without explaining the related process of identity formation. Additionally, Goldberg contends that resistance to the exclusion of citizenship and subordinate racial identity inevitably brings about resistance.

Shorter-Goode and Jones (2004) argue that African American women have multiple resistance strategies including: (a) ongoing internal coping strategies: (resting on faith—relying on prayer and spirituality; standing on shoulders—drawing strength from African American ancestors; and valuing oneself—sustaining a positive self-image); (b) ongoing external coping strategy—leaning on shoulders, or relying on social support; and (c) specific coping strategies (role flexing—altering their outward behavior or presentation; avoiding—diminishing contact with certain people and situations; and standing up and fighting back—directly challenging the source of the problem. Black domestic workers especially drew heavily upon all aspects of these multiple strategies as
they worked in private homes of whites while simultaneously working in the Civil Rights Movement (Breines, 2007).

Historically, debates have ensued due to the perceived ambiguity of the public/private place and identity of the domestic worker. Some social scientists felt the nature of domestic work was in conflict with the industrialized capitalist society as no concrete product was being produced. Raaphorst (1988) wrote that domestic work was non-industrial and thus, task-oriented rather than time-oriented, without production of any product. She contributed this to the loss of caste or social status by domestic workers. And while Raaphorst argued that the blurred lines between private and public spheres caused domestic workers the inability to control their work, others such as Cobble (2004) and Fine (2007) state adamantly that African American domestic workers were uniquely positioned to regulate their own labor.

This research adopts a triangulation of qualitative approaches to build on case study of the public and personal lives of black domestic workers. Primary data is collected through interviews with black domestic workers who participated in the Civil Rights Movement in the South and analyzed using a black feminist perspective.

Chapter One encompasses the historical background and development of domestic work. The evolvement of work from an enslaved environment to paid labor, which allowed domestic workers to provide for their families with dignity, is discussed using a timeline of historical developments within American society. It provides a lens in which to view newly freed African-American women with limited skills who obtained monumental achievements within a racially segregated and unjust society.

Chapter Two examines the history of the woman’s role within the Civil Rights
Movement, and that of black domestic workers. It examines how black domestic workers’ employment and private lives were impacted due to their participation. The support of their male counterparts and the black church were significant in enabling them to withstand the negative experiences they endured.

Focusing on the intersectionality of race, class, and gender, Chapter Three discusses the multiple roles of black domestic workers as seen through the lens of the black feminist perspective while Chapter Four discusses the methodological approach used for this research and explains the interviewing process of the sample subjects.

Chapter Five reports the findings from the study, and includes the subject’s responses to the interview questions. The paper concludes with Chapter Six which discusses how this study compares and deviates from other research, and how it relates to feminist theory.
A domestic worker is characterized as a person employed by a household to perform various servant duties. The term *domestic workers* should not be confused with *homemakers* and *housewives*, who work in their own home, or *housekeepers*, who work in institutions such as a hospital or school. The position of employment within a home is a unique and often isolated work environment. The position of a domestic worker is almost always considered "menial" or "inferior" to the family for which they are employed (Palmer, 1989; Sargeant and Giovannone, 2011). Domestic work is undervalued and poorly regulated, and many domestic workers remain overworked, underpaid and unprotected. Accounts of maltreatment and abuse, especially of live-in and migrant domestic workers, are regularly denounced in the media. In some countries, domestic work is very largely performed by child laborers (Coser, 1974; Levenstein, 1962; Wool, 1976).

Paid domestic work remains virtually invisible as a form of employment in many countries, and is part of the informal economy. Domestic work does not take place in a factory or an office, but in the home. The employees are not usually male breadwinners, but overwhelmingly women. They do not work alongside other co-workers, but in isolation behind closed doors. Their work is not aimed at producing added value, but at providing care to millions of households. Domestic work typically entails the otherwise
unpaid labor traditionally performed in the household by women. This explains why domestic work is undervalued in monetary terms and is often informal and undocumented (Hochschild, 1989; ILO, 2009). It tends to be perceived as something other than regular employment, as not fitting the general framework of existing labor laws despite the fact that its origins go back to the “master-servant” relationship. As a result, the domestic employment relationship is not specifically addressed in many legislative enactments, thus rendering domestic workers vulnerable to unequal, unfair and often abusive treatment (Holzer, 1996; Sharpless, 2010).

Part of the specificity of paid domestic work is that it is often perceived to be something other than employment. Instead, it is commonly claimed that domestic workers are like one of the family (Gilkes, 2000; Hunter, 1998; Kerber, 1998). More often, though, this expression is used to convey the presumed existence of a close, amicable interaction between the employer’s family and the domestic worker. It can, however, divert attention from the existence of an employment relationship, in favor of a form of paternalism that is thought to justify domestic workers being asked to work harder and longer for an employer without material reward. In fact, these arrangements are the vestiges of the master–servant relationship, wherein domestic work is a status which attaches to the person performing the work which defines her and limits all future options. Informal norms and some entitlements do develop, but they are subject to a power imbalance that leaves domestic workers without the kind of protection that other workers enjoy in the formal economy (Sen, 1999; Smith, 2011). It is one of the oldest forms of employment for black and minority women, and dates as far back as slavery.
Slave Women As Domestics

The goals of slavery were contingent upon the utilization of the productive capacities of everyone including the woman. The black woman was therefore integrated into the productive force. Dictated by the male supremacist ideology of white society in America, the African slave woman was appointed to taking care of the home. Davis’ (1995) essay argues that domestic labor was an attempt to complement and confirm her inferiority. According to Davis, while the duties of the African slave woman were to sew, cook, wash, perform housecleaning chores and raise the children of her owner, she was essential to the survival of the black community. Similarly, Tucker (1987) states that the African slave woman’s assignment to duties deemed as drudgery helped lay the foundation for some degree of autonomy for her. She experienced instances in which she could move about, on and off the owner’s property, away from the watchful eye of her owners. Her circumstances actually pushed her into the center of the slave community.

Overwhelmingly women slave domestics faced different problems from their contemporaries in the fields. Though perhaps better-off materially, domestic slaves often had uncomfortable relations with their white owners. They faced all the potential aggravations of close proximity, from the white women’s dissatisfaction and anger, to the sexual threats and rape by owners. More likely, subsequent physical and sexual abuses sustained by black women were not exclusively an attack on her. In some cases, indirectly its target was also an attempt to discourage resistance within the slave community (Jones, 2010; McGuire, 2010; White, 1999).
There are many studies that document the continuity of resistance, black protest and black insurgent ideologies. Vincent Harding's (1982) study, *There Is A River*, details the numerous protests that African Americans initiated throughout the slave period and the radical visions associated with these struggles. George Fredrickson's (1996) *Black Liberation*, also documents how African Americans developed radical ideologies during the nineteenth century that have guided their struggles and played significant roles in liberation ideologies on the continent of Africa. These studies make clear that African Americans have long possessed a protest tradition that is continually refashioned and interjected into new rounds of struggles. Early years in the twentieth century African Americans launched protests directly attacking racial inequality. Between 1900 and 1906 Southern blacks developed boycott movements against Jim Crow streetcars in most major cities of the South (Meier & Rudwick, 1976;1989). By the turn of the twentieth century Black women had organized local and national clubs through which they relentlessly fought both for the overthrow of Jim Crow and for women's rights (Collier-Thomas, 1984).

The roots of slavery and the devaluation of the work performed by domestic workers are still prevalent in American society. Cohen and Huffman (2003) suggest that gender devaluation is strongest in highly gender-segregated labor markets. One reason for this may be that in segregated markets, men are in a stronger position to benefit from devaluation while women are less able to resist it. The results of their study supported their hypothesis that higher levels of occupational segregation at the labor market level are associated with a significantly increased tendency to devalue women's work roles.
In 1868, one of President Andrew Johnson’s first acts of Reconstruction was to order all land under federal control to be returned to its previous owners. The Freedmen’s Bureau, created to aid millions of former slaves in the postwar era, had to inform the freedmen and women that they could either sign labor contracts with planters or be evicted from the land they had occupied. Those who refused or resisted were eventually forced out by army troops. Most blacks in the rural areas of the South were left without land and forced to work as laborers on large, white-owned farms and plantations in order to earn a living.

In an effort to regulate the labor force and reassert white supremacy in the postwar South, former Confederate state legislatures soon passed restrictive legislation denying blacks legal equality and political rights, and requiring them to sign yearly labor contracts. During this time it was the predominant capital-labor arrangement throughout the South. With limited skills and an illiterate majority, newly freed blacks contracted as sharecroppers. And while many black women worked alongside men in the fields, a large number of them turned their slave labor skills into paid domestic work. In addition, the low wages paid to black men caused some women to work multiple jobs, alternating between working in the cotton fields during the day, and performing paid cleaning and washing jobs at night. According to the 1890 census, almost forty percent of all black women worked outside the home in domestic and washerwomen occupations (Lemann, 1991; Harrison, 1989; Wilson, 1980).
During this same time, Barbara Welter (1966) argued that patriarchal ideology had idealized the absolute authority vested in men as heads of communal household enterprises. This, she states, created a cult of true womanhood which arose from the middle classes. She reported that the emerging capitalist economy, however, created industrial and commercial firms which were separate from private households. This caused a new paradigm in which men and women worked together in family enterprises attached to their homes. Middle class men worked in these new firms as owners, professionals, and managers while their wives stayed home.

Deemed as the separation of spheres, Welter (1966) states women and men began to spend long periods of time away from the observation and influence of each other. As women's former status as members of a common enterprise disappeared, a new cultural ideal arose, one that projected a distinctive new identity of women. The ideals of true womanhood gave women special tasks and credited them with special virtues. Women spent her time raising her children and managing a household. At first, this meant taking over all the tasks left in the household after the rise of the market economy. Over time, the middle class household evolved into a sanctuary of private life, in which women created and preserved a haven from the public world. They began employing domestic workers to assist them in upholding the image of domestic perfection. This also elevated and legitimized their homemaker status to that of employer (Ehrenreich and English, 1978; Hartmann, 1974; Margolis, 1984; Rothman, 1978; Strasser, 1982).

While researchers agree that the overwhelming majority of domestics in the United States at that time were European immigrants and African American women (Cosner, 1974; Levenstein, 1962; Wool, 1976), there is dispute about the changing-
character hypothesis (Romero, 1992). For example, Wool (1976) postulated that the historical account reveals that domestic work became low-status, menial and demeaning as a result of the dominating presence of immigrants and non-whites.

On the contrary, Martin and Segrave (1985) argued that in general, domestic work was always viewed as low-status and undesirable but white domestic workers were able to use domestic work as a bridging occupation, while European immigrants and African Americans remained in this occupation due to racism and disenfranchisement. However, black women would eventually obtain access to more desirable and better paying employment as the mobilization of blacks ensued.

*The Great Migrations (1879 and 1910)*

The oppressive weight of southern racism became a major push factor, as thousands, and later, millions of African-Americans left the only homes they knew for new opportunities elsewhere. The growing tide of race riots and lynchings were key forces providing enormous impetus to these migrations (Loewen, 2006).

From 1879 to 1898, the exodus of blacks out of the south began. It was a time when American race relations were thought to have reached their nadir. This was a period in which many blacks established independent, all-black communities in places such as Kansas, Oklahoma, and Nebraska. For blacks, and specifically black women, this move offered better job opportunities as well as better housing (Logan, 1954).

Again, in 1910, more blacks began moving from the south to the north. In addition to their desire to seek employment opportunities in industrial cities (as agricultural mechanization had replaced many of them), and better educational opportunities for their
children, they wanted to escape racist Jim Crow laws. Jim Crow laws were a legitimation of rigid anti-black racism that denied blacks voting rights, and regulated social interactions between the races in public spaces including transportation and education. Black women migrants often waited years to be reunited with the children and family they left behind (Harrison, 1989; Jones, 1985; Malveaux, 1988; Stetson, 1990).

Excluded from most occupations due to race, black women who migrated North soon dominated the domestic service sector in Chicago. Moreover, they received better wages compared to similar positions in the South, where it took three weeks to earn the same amount as in one week in Chicago in the 1910s.

They were often married with children and hence preferred day work to a living-in situation. By 1920, more domestic workers were living at home than boarding with their employer (Candaele, 1996; Rio, 2005).

In northern cities, black domestic workers found themselves in competition with white immigrants, who organized to keep blacks out of the most menial jobs. Ella Baker and Marvel Cooke (1935) emphasized that no social group was as affected by the Great Depression than black women living in northern cities. In the 1930s in New York City, for instance, black domestic workers desperate for employment gathered on street corners to offer their services to prospective employers. These informal centers of employment became referred to as The Bronx Slave Market. Coble (2006), describes The Bronx Slave Market as an exploitive system whereby white, middle-class women selected daily domestic workers based on worker competition to provide serves at the lowest possible wage. This system, however, only lasted through the Depression and gradually gave way to the growing independence of black domestic workers following World War II.
The devastation of the Great Depression encouraged attempts to reorganize the occupation of domestic workers. The National Urban League and its various branches partnered with city, state, and national governments to provide both direct and work relief to unemployed domestic workers, including a first-time visiting housekeeper project in New York and Brooklyn that provided caretakers and homemakers to other poor people incapacitated by illness. Along with federal agencies and women’s groups, particularly the Women’s Bureau and the YWCA, the League sought to upgrade domestic labor through training programs and model contracts (Moore, 1981; Orleck, 1997).

*The Great Depression (1929-1941)*

Upon the emergence of the Great Depression, black domestic workers were faced with low wages, and those who were live-ins, were soon faced with being charged extra for room and board and longer working hours. Some black women trained their daughters as domestics in order to help support their families even though this new wave of workers were highly exploited earning one dollar and fifty cents per week for 11 to 12 hours of work per day (Hunter, 1998; Smedley, 2012). Due to the unfair low wages, many domestic workers had gardens which they cultivated and sold produce at open-air markets. This enabled many of them to save so they would not have to work in white’s homes during the summer months. They also communicated with each other and would inform domestic worker hopefuls of the whites who paid poorly or were abusive (Berrey, 2009; McGuire, 2010).

This organizing aspect of domestic workers (which would benefit them immensely during the Civil Rights Movement) caused constant irritation and discussions
among white women employers as they considered it a *servant problem* (Hurt, 2003; Jones, 2010; Sharpless, 2010). When Tucker interviewed southern white women who were either former domestic employers or children of domestic employers, white women often saw the injustices under which black domestic women lived. But by ascribing strength to black women, white women could ignore these injustices, their part in the continued exploitation and abuse of black domestics, and ignore their own guilt.

Most black domestics had to return to work shortly after childbirth, and regretted that many times they had to leave their children with family or neighbors in order to work. Additionally, Tucker revealed through her interviews that black domestics valued their independence from whites, and felt that having money of their own garnered themselves an independent lifestyle that white women lacked.

*The New Deal Era (1933-1936)*

The New Deal ushered in governmental programs such as the visiting housekeeping programs which represented another form of organizing household labor. This was a device used by the government creating new conditions of work in response to social or political pressures. Advocates attempted to deracialize the occupation by emphasizing the presence of white as well as black women, but in fact the programs were designed for black women and reflected how work relief reinforced existing labor market categorizations by race and gender. Former aides stated they considered the job barely a step above domestic work, though much of their job description meant errands for the sick or invalids and housekeeping duties (Cobble, 2004; Fine, 2007; Gray, 1993).
Explained by Hart (2006), the New Deal policy makers never seriously considered domestic labor. The power of the white South, with its entrenched racism and its dependence on low wages, was a menacing obstacle to coverage of domestics under labor legislation and New Dealers were not about to sacrifice their program for a group of workers whom they had their own doubts could be effectively regulated in the home. It would take a new social movement to place private household workers under the labor law.

The government-funded jobs programs operated first under the Federal Emergency Relief Administration (FERA) and later the Works Progress Administration (WPA) provided government assistance for black domestic workers, but at the price of sustaining traditional relationships of black women's service for white families. According to Palmer's (1989) study, the race/class lines that separated women's housekeeping lives during the era were clearer after examining the *Family Disbursement of Wage Earners and Salaried Workers, 1934-1936*, a large body of data collected by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in forty-two cities on families with annual incomes between five hundred and three thousand dollars. In contrast to census data that had led most historians to accept the notion that only 5% of American households hired domestic workers by the 1930s, an analysis of data from six cities in the *Family Disbursements* survey showed wide regional and intra-racial variations. In Jackson, Mississippi, for instance, only 19% of white households were unable to hire some domestic work, whether housework or laundry work. The South's peculiar racial power structure loomed much larger than in any other region (Hart, 1994; Smith, 2003).
On June 25, 1941, the Fair Employment Practices Commission, (FEPC), was established to receive, investigate, and resolve complaints of discrimination by Executive Order 8802. Initiated by President Theodore Roosevelt, the order declared that there would not be any discriminatory practices in the employment of workers in defense industries or government due to race, creed, color, or national origin (Collins, 2001). The FEPC, without direct recourse to penalties, was surprisingly effective in its efforts to promote Roosevelt's anti-discrimination policy outside of the South, though the Committee appears to have been powerless in the South (Higgs, 1977).

FEPC intervention altered the racial balance some firms struck in their hiring decisions by (1) providing advice on how to integrate the workplace, (2) giving managers a ready excuse for hiring blacks if white workers objected, (3) threatening to bring more powerful government agencies to watch for racist tactics, and/or (4) publicly embarrassing firms and unions that refused to hire blacks. The FEPC opened opportunities to black women in industry.

**Domestics in the 19th Century**

Both the demand for household help and the number of black women employed as domestics expanded rapidly in the latter half of the nineteenth century. The rise of industrial capital and the elaboration of middle-class standards of cleanliness and largely furnished homes heightened the demand for domestic workers and promoted the idea of women's domestication roles (Chaplin, 1978; Lasch, 1977; Piven and Cloward, 1979).

With the rise of the market economy in the United States, the ideology of women's place in society focused on domesticity. The principal division between the
roles of women and men had established a link between women's association with children and the home and men's association with paid work and public activity. The market economy made employment (rather than property ownership) the primary determinant of status differences among ordinary people.

Thereafter, men's economic opportunities and freedom from domestic responsibility made them socially superior to women (Hull and Smith, 1997; Kerber, 1998). Women's domesticity reinforced this advantage. The ideals of female domesticity fit this division of labor. As standards of living and family organization changed, the reality and the idealization of women's domesticity changed equally. Because middle class culture reigned over American society, the middle class ideals of women's place were most influential. The idealization of women's domesticity went through transformative stages. The ideal of true womanhood arose in the first half of the nineteenth century. The ideal of a professionalized housewife became prominent at the beginning of the twentieth century. And the ideal of a feminine mystique combining domestic joy and duty emerged after World War II (Chafe, 1972; Cowan, 1983; Degler, 1980; Kessler-Harris, 1982; Tilly and Scott, 1978; Zaretsky, 1976).

The theme that reflected the black domestic worker of the 1950s was a woman transcending, refusing, fighting back, and asserting herself over and against monumental obstacles. Both in the North and South, the demand for domestic workers remained steady in the 1950s. As many white women entered librarian, secretarial, nursing and teaching jobs, black domestic workers were continuously being hired. They further stated that Jim Crow was under attack from several standpoints in the 1950s, facilitating an
increase in opportunities to black women to control their labor. The rising visibility of domestic work coincided with the steady deterioration of Jim Crow.

Activism

By the 1960s, nearly ninety percent of black women in the South worked as domestic workers. The oppressive objectivity that southern black domestic workers were subjected to was a discursive, systematic and pervasive mistreatment based on their race and occupation. As members of a social, political and economically disadvantaged group, their mistreatment was normalized by the dominant culture. Observers consistently noted that southern black women formed the backbone of the movement and took the lead in the struggle for dignity. From their participation as bus-boycotters of Montgomery to their hosting of visiting Mississippi SNCC workers, domestic workers assumed responsibility for the care and protection of their larger families. They displayed courage daily, far from the glory and glamour of the civil rights hierarchy, while working in the homes of whites and sometimes being arrested and jailed.

Similarly to student Freedom Riders, many black southern domestic workers were imprisoned due to their efforts to register to vote, resistance to riding in the back seats of buses, or for picketing segregated businesses. For some of them, being jailed for a political crime was more of a reprieve than punishment. It allowed them time not only for physical and emotional rejuvenation, but also afforded them an opportunity to recruit and educate other black women (Hogan, 2007; Reed, 2005). Brown and Stentiford (2008) wrote that black domestic workers during this era were known for their community and political activism to such an extent that the postwar Civil Rights
Movement was directly informed by the legacy of domestic service.

The neighborhoods of many domestic workers served as launching pads for informal and formal collective action and mutual support, to meet the goals of mobilizing resources for daily sustenance and fighting against oppressive working and living conditions. Refusing to leave their fates entirely in the hands of Jim Crow, black domestics and other black working class women in Atlanta, for instance, attacked persistent social and economic problems from every angle.

In their churches, domestic workers established food and clothing banks as well as networking sessions for those seeking employment. They assisted in remediying the social imbalances produced by capitalism and created alternative survival and coping mechanisms. Activism and resistance were characteristics often attributed to domestic workers which they exercised due to the segregated and unjust societies in which they lived (Jackson & Weidman, 2004; Jaspin, 2007; Jones, 2010; Smith, 1996).

According to a study by Boris and Nadasen (2010), the organizational skills of domestic workers can be described as stellar. For example, one of the most impressive strikes by domestic workers was in Atlanta in 1881. Domestic workers formed a trade organization called the Washing Society. These workers went door-to-door, spreading their protest of menial pay. Because nearly every white household relied on a black woman to do its laundry, the strike affected the entire city. This began a domino effect as other household laborers began demanding higher wages as well. The women prevailed in raising their rates. In looking at other forms of resistance, Boris and Nadasen state that most acts of resistance by domestic workers were informal. For instance, a large portion of domestic workers refused to live-in while others refused to work Sundays.
Mobilization & Unionism

Long-term reform has remained elusive to domestic workers because of their limited power to shape state policy. The scattering of domestic laborers among private employer residences has precluded workplace forms of mobilization. By necessity, workers such as cooks, nannies, housekeepers, and elder care providers in private homes have been excluded from the collective bargaining table and most labor standards have turned to coalition-building and political strategies to gain respect, recognition, safety from violence, and living wages. However, there were successful attempts by trade union labor organizations. For example, The National Domestic Workers Union (NDWU) was founded in Atlanta in 1968 by Dorothy Bolden, who wanted to set standards for salaries and benefits received by women who were employed as domestic workers.

Under the direction of Bolden, the NDWU began an employment service, a Homemaking Skills program, and a Maids Honor Day to bring attention to the importance of work that was long seen as menial and unworthy of adequate pay and recognition. Ms. Bolden also served as the president of NDWU. Bolden’s pioneering development of organizations that appeal to social justice causes, fair wages and health benefits birthed today’s plethora of coalitions and organizations that support domestic workers such as the Domestic Workers United and the California Domestic Workers (Clark-Lewis, 1994; Mjagkij, 2001; Smith, 1996).

In the early twentieth century, domestic worker resistance continued. Refusing to live-in, black migrants to the urban North transformed domestic service. Although five or six dollars a week was considered a decent salary, household employment maintained its association with servitude. Some relatively short-lived unions managed to develop, aided
by the International Workers of the World (IWW) in Denver, black clubwomen in Washington DC, and the Hotel and Restaurant Employees Union in the South. Unfortunately, with the ideology of white hegemony and racist political and social circumstances, sustaining organizations among low-waged employees proved to be a difficult task (Denning, 1998; Mjagkij, 2001). Most groups, including those connected to the Urban League’s Negro Workers’ Councils, remained associations or clubs.

Unions failed to sustain themselves and the American Federation of Labor’s (AFL) refused to recognize domestic labor as skilled or possessing craft attributes. Large labor and trade unions focused more on industrial and manufacturing and never considered the home a workplace. Subsequently, organizers of domestics, thus, turned to the YWCA model, which brought domestic workers together for a number of educational and recreational programs and then encouraged them to act. This model offered a more appropriate form for advancement than traditional trade unions in so far as it gathered together scattered laborers and created bonds of solidarity through non-workplace activities.

Non-government organizations (NGOs) organizing, then, shifted strategy from union recognition and collective bargaining, which was difficult given the thousands of individual employers, to state legislators and lobbyists. This strategy was not very successful as wives of legislators and lobbyists seemed more concerned about protecting their homes from filth and disease that black domestic workers might bring inside than with the wages and hours of domestic workers (Cooper, 1997; May, 2011).

For much of the twentieth century in the United States, black women continued to perform household labor, though the tasks varied by region, class, and employer needs.
Because homes are thought of as private and those within as hidden from view, the location of household labor conventionally appeared as a roadblock to collective action. Many live-in workers are separated not only from other workers, but from friends and family as well. Historically, reports have been made that some employers have held women against their will, as the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) reported during an investigation into the practices of Long Island employment agencies that brought women there from Florida in the early 1950s. Several cases a year are now being tried under the Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 (Ehrenreich and Hochschild, 2000; Glenn, 2002; Palmer, 1989; Storrs, 2006; Sutherland, 1981).

While some have celebrated home-care unionization, the structure of the industry has meant limited improvements in wages, benefits, and working conditions. Unionism had reached only those domestic laborers who come under public payment systems because these workers can be found either through social welfare determinations regarding clients or third-party vendors who hold contracts with the state. Reliance on the state has its downside: when state budgets fall, officials seek to cut both reimbursement rates to agencies with contracts to provide home care and social assistance, which pays for the service, to receivers of such labor, mostly poor elderly women and disabled people (Boris and Klein, 2007; Greenhouse, 2008; McClendon, 1972).

**Discrimination**

There is limited insight into relationships between African-American domestics and white female employees for the period following World War II. Susan Tucker (1987)
however, has used oral histories, starting with the 1950s, to describe domestic life of
Southern black domestic workers and white employers. Tucker noted that black domestic
workers in the segregated South wore uniforms, worked long hours, and had very little
education.

While conducting her own interviews in Norfolk, Virginia, Barnes (1993) found
that white female employers often depended on black domestics for companionship.
Nevertheless, a majority of the 240 black women studied in Norfolk and surrounding
cities preferred working for white males rather than white females. Barnes also reported
that positive interpersonal relations in the working environment with employers were
important to the domestic worker. She stated that domestic workers used a variety of
strategies to attempt accomplishing this feat. For example, they agreed to using an
outdoor toilet; refused to complain about their working conditions (such as a stove that
did not work properly); showed deference or respect by, using courtesy titles for their
employers; complied with housework requests; allowed the white female employer to
take the lead in conversation and housework assignments; kept secret the sexual advances
of the white female employer's husband; and remained competent in their work.

Workers not only took on the burdens of household maintenance but also those of
family nurturing for white middle-class women (Anderson, 2000). They did both the
dirty, heavy manual labor of cleaning and laundering and the emotional work of caring
for children. By relieving their white female employees of the most onerous and time-
consuming household tasks, black women freed white women to perform supervisory
tasks, leisure and cultural activities, (activities that black women were not allowed to
enjoy) or, more rarely during this period, careers. Ironically, many white women fulfilled
society's expectation of feminine domesticity only through the domestic labor of their servants, who were black women (Dal la Costa and James, 1972).

On the other hand, providing domestic labor for a white family meant not being able to perform the same duties for her own family. While most European immigrant domestic workers were single young women who left service upon marriage, many black women were wives and mothers. For them, domestic service was often a lifelong occupation. The social norm that glorified the domesticity of white women did not extend to black women. While the predominant social norm or code of domesticity may have constrained white women, it placed black women in a completely untenable position. Forced to work outside the home, few black women were able to devote as much time to their own families as the dominant gender ideology demanded (Mahnaz, 1999). Struggling to take care of their families in substandard housing and on inadequate wages, black women were often judged deficient as wives and mothers according to white middle-class standards.

**Conclusion**

Today, domestic work is part of a growing service sector. Documented by scholars such as Chang (2000), the reliance on domestic service over the past decade has become global as two-parent families with both adults working seek out assistance for housekeeping and childcare. These workers face many of the typical problems historically encountered by black domestic workers. Attempts to organize compounded with exploitation and abuse is not uncommon. Whereas Dorothy Bolden lingered at bus stops to find Atlanta's domestic workers, today organizers go to playgrounds and ethnic
stores, hoping to find domestic workers. As stated by Jones (1985) the struggles between black women and the whites who sought to profit from their labor has permeated throughout American history. Black women were and remain a reliable source of cheap labor.

Today, some groups of domestic workers are still excluded from the right to bargain collectively under the National Labors Reaction Act (NLRA). Like farm workers, they were originally excluded from minimum wage and overtime laws in an effort to win Southern votes in favor of New Deal legislation (Gordon, 2005). As a result, today home health care workers are still excluded from both the minimum wage and overtime laws, and all live-in domestic workers are excluded from overtime pay under federal law. At least 1.8 million workers work as domestic workers in American homes. Domestic work includes at least three occupations: cleaning, child care, and caring for the elderly and the disabled. Most of these workers (95 percent) are female, foreign born and/or persons of color (Cobble, 2004; Poo and Tang, 2004).

In 2005, the wages for in-home workers were one-half the national median income. A survey of workers in New York found that forty-one percent of these workers earn low wages, with an additional 26 percent earning below poverty-level wages. Half of the workers have overtime hours each week, with a substantial number working 50-60 hours per week. Of these, sixty-seven percent do not receive overtime pay (Milkman, 2006; Tait, 2005).

In 2007, domestic workers in the San Francisco Bay Area found that 63 percent of domestic workers consider their jobs hazardous; citing concentrated exposure to toxic cleaning chemicals and human contagions, risk of injury from cleaning high or difficult
to reach places, and heavy lifting, yet there are no health and safety protections for domestic workers. Nationally, just thirteen percent of in-home workers who employed at least half time, year round get health insurance provided by their employers (Das Gupta, 2008).

Domestic work has become a more sophisticated and organized employment process. The work encompasses at least two forms of work: direct hire by householders and referrals through agencies, with some of the work occurring outside the home (Parrenas, 2001). Some workers work for one employer, while others piece together many jobs under multiple employers. Industry differences also exist between the private pay market and the government-subsidized market, which supports some child care and home health care work (Smith, 2011).

A recent survey of low-wage workers in three major US cities—New York, Chicago and Los Angeles—found that 41 percent of workers in private households had suffered violations of the minimum-wage law in the week prior to the survey. Child care workers endured the highest rate of violations of their rights, at 66.3 percent. Twenty-nine-and-a-half percent of maids and housekeepers were not paid the minimum wage, and 17.5 percent of home health care workers endured minimum-wage violations. These workers also suffered high rates of overtime violations, with more than 90 percent of child care workers and 82.7 percent of home health care workers experiencing violations (Boris and Nadasen, 2010).

Although it is impossible to calculate how many domestic workers in the United States are subject to forms of slavery and servitude, some experts predict that approximately one-third of 15,000 to 20,000 victims of labor trafficking in the United
States annually are migrant domestic servants (Fine, 2007). It was also reported, in 2008, a pending prosecution on Long Island of the employers of two Indonesian women. The employers allegedly made the women sleep in closets of their multi-million-dollar home, forced them to work day and night, deprived them of food, threatened, tortured and beat them, and forbade them to leave the home. Four other recent cases involve the wife of a Saudi prince, who was convicted in Boston for keeping two house servants for three years in virtual slavery; two Wisconsin doctors, who held a Filipina woman as an indentured servant for 20 years; a Maryland couple, who kept a Brazilian woman in their home as a servant for 15 years, paying her nothing; and finally a California real estate agent who enslaved a Peruvian nanny in her home after luring her to the United States with false promises. In addition, many domestic workers who migrate with an agreement from their employer or through agencies live and work under virtual debt-bondage in order to pay back exorbitant fees they owe for the contract (DWU, 2008).

The exploration of societal factors and implications that pertain to domestic workers highlight the circumstances of the oppressive conditions that are perpetuated by a mixture of dominant societal views and practices. Although embedded within a structural context of three interlocking systems of oppression; racism, sexism, and classism, activists who were black domestic workers performed roles that by any standard would merit their being considered heroes and leaders of the movement. The use of oral history is significant in this research as it brings to light the perspectives of individuals who might not otherwise appear in the historical record. The domestic workers who participated in the Civil Rights Movement proved to be a formidable vice against racist socio-political policies in the U.S. Most of these women have remained
anonymous, hidden, a category of invisible, unsung heroes of one of the most revolutionary periods of modern American history.
CHAPTER TWO:
BLACK DOMESTIC WORKERS IN THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT

The majority of existing research on modern social movement leadership has neglected the crucial roles of black women and presented the erroneous image that all of the women are white, all of the blacks are men (Hull, Scott, and Smith, 1993). Yet scholarship and recollections all illustrate that, far from being apolitical or inconsequential, black women were crucial to the Civil Rights Movement; that their personal experiences were unique as well as political, and that black women's activism should be central to social movement scholarship (Barnett 1989/1993; Blumberg, 1990; Crawford, Rouse, and Woods 1990; Robinson, 1987).

This chapter aims to exam why the Civil Rights Movement was needed, what the role of women were at the time of its conception, and how these elements influenced the activism of black domestic workers. By looking at what fueled their participation, the lens through which they saw their predicament can be best viewed. Additionally, it is important to report the types of activist work produced by black women, and the risks they were willing to take to advance the Civil Rights Movement.
The Civil Rights Movement

The Civil Rights Movement was an effort by blacks and whites in the mid-1950s to late 1960s to achieve civil rights equal for blacks as those of whites, including equal opportunity in employment, housing, and education, as well as the right to vote, the right of equal access to public facilities, and the right to be free of racial discrimination. No social or political movement of the twentieth century has had as profound an effect on the legal and political institutions of the United States (Bloom, 1987; Klarman, 1994). This movement sought to restore to blacks the rights of citizenship guaranteed by the 14th and 15th Amendments, which had been eroded by segregationist Jim Crow Laws in the South. It fundamentally altered relations between the federal government and the states, as the federal government was forced many times to enforce its laws and protect the rights of black citizens (Fendrich, 1993).

The movement for racial equality in the United States, known as the Civil Rights Movement peaked in the 1950s and 1960s. Through nonviolent protest actions, it broke through the pattern of racial segregation to secure equal access to and opportunities for the basic privileges and rights of U.S. citizenship to African Americans. The roles of black domestic workers in advancing the civil rights of blacks was exemplary, and has been nearly absent in scholarly works. Subsequently, as depicted in the film The Help, their personal lives have been examined to some extent to a lesser degree than their work experience and their activism and resistance. As many people are aware of the contributions made by Fannie Lou Hamer, a sharecropper and domestic worker from Mississippi who challenged and helped gain voting rights for black Mississippians, there are many others like her whose contributions have made a positive impact on the lives of
all African Americans (Bracey, 2011; Lee, 2000; Mitchell, 2006). They continued to stand up against racial injustices and segregation.

Racial segregation is the separation, either by law or by action, of people of different races in all manner of daily activities, such as the use of public facilities and public transportation. It is a form of institutional racism.

Segregation was used in the past as a deliberate tactic to institutionalize group identity (Collins and Williams, 1999). Racial classifications are almost always linked to forms of unjust economic and social inequality, domination, and exclusion, as well as to belief systems that assign superior and inferior statuses and attributes according to race. As a sociological generalization, racial classifications become salient in people's lives primarily to the extent that they are linked to forms of socioeconomic inequality and oppression.

Despite race being a social construct, historically it was used, and continues to be used, as a destructive and deliberate action in American culture. Although the general boundaries of race relations had been drawn after the abolishment of slavery, racial segregation began approximately a decade after the Civil War (Cohen, 1991; Smith, 2002). Segregation entailed a symbolic as well as material division of social space (Massey, 1993; Massey, White and Phua, 1996). While no longer considered acceptable in most countries, racial segregation still exists in many communities (Musterd, 2001; Phillips, 2007).

According to Hunter (1998) the rules of segregation became increasingly petty after the turn of the century. Blacks and whites could not touch the same bible in court rooms or drink from the same fountains. Southern whites stripped away voting rights and
other public rights of equal citizenship, and racial subordination was continually recreated in everyday routine actions (Drake, 1987; Heneghan, 2003; Steinberg, 1998). Segregation operated as a highly adaptable way of socially organizing a disfranchised group within American society, and discriminatory laws instilled and validated segregation (Kuznicki, 2009; Lipsitz, 1995). The issue of segregation was just not one of the grievances that existed for African-Americans, but it was one that was conducive to movement activity. Activists used formal constitutional rights to challenge existing social and political systems. Jo Freeman’s theory of “spontaneous generation” can be applied to Civil Rights Movement formation because the grievances of African Americans existed and the sociopolitical structure was more willing to address America’s racial problem during this era than before.

Although exact numbers are not available, it is clear from numerous accounts of the Civil Rights Movement that women formed a substantial portion of the participants both individually and as organizations (Barnett, 1993; Crawford, 1987; Giddings, 1984; McAdam, 1988). This has been obvious due to the numerous studies documented regarding women's involvement in grassroots mobilization (Bookman and Morgen, 1988; Chafetz and Dworkin, 1986; Kaplan, 1982; McCourt, 1977; Naples, 1992; West and Blumberg, 1990). What has not been provided are systematic analyses of the patterns of their participation and the ways in which constructs of exclusion, such as gender, shaped the development of leadership as well as the organization of social movements. Gender provided a construct of exclusion that helped to develop a strong grassroots tier of leadership that served as a critical bridge between the formal organization and adherents and potential constituents.
While previous attempts had been made to enact a Movement in northern cities and rural towns, the mobilization of such a movement was less difficult in larger cities where student participation and community involvement was greater (Lawson, Payne and Patterson, 1998). The direct action efforts in the larger cities in the South were also visible to the media. For example, violent reprisals especially in rural areas of the South were less likely to receive such attention. Moreover, in rural areas and in small towns, outsiders were more visible and the contacts among organizations more tenuous. Outsiders were not trusted by these populations, and many wanted no part in stirring up trouble. Mobilization of these sectors required specific recruitment tactics that built upon trust and interpersonal community ties. These masses, no matter how inspired by the charisma of the movement leaders or impressed by the financial resources of the organizations, would not risk their lives. Although network ties among ministers in large cities provided a powerful resource for mobilization, this was not always the case in rural communities or smaller cities (Barnett, 1993; Hall and Spruill, 2005; Hogan, 2007).

Anecdotal and systematic evidence has documented the influence of social movements in the 1960s. Women who were young adults during this era reported that they found the movement meaningful and influential, and found the mobilizing and organizational efforts of black women to be inspiring (Evans, 1979; Franz, 1994; Giddings, 1984). Black women specifically, accounted for the mass majority of the population of resisters to racism and activists of social change.

There is undoubtedly a connection between resistance and social change. The complexities of resistance and the social and interactional nature of resistance are obvious sociological issues. These issues spawn debates about power and control and the
relationship between individuals and social context. Some scholars are focusing more research on the study of resistance in order to debunk the idea that ordinary people are taken advantage of by the powerful and to show that people can think for themselves (Fisher & Davis, 1993; McCann & March, 1996). One of the greatest examples of this in United States history is the survival and continuation of African-American life (Billingsley, 1992; Martin & Martin, 2002).

After experiencing some of the most brutal forms of injustice and dehumanization in U.S. history, African Americans continue to survive and function with remarkable resiliency. However, because people of European ancestry have had more power relative to other racial groups, their experiences and interpretations have dominated the American socio-cultural landscape (Ani, 1994; Asante, 1999; Hacker, 1992; Turner, Singleton, & Musick, 1984). To a considerable degree, the persistent opposition to African American survival and advancement has compelled African Americans to coalesce and work toward common goals of racial equality.

Role of Women

Some scholars have begun to examine the different experiences of men and women activists (Lawson and Barton, 1980; Payne, 1989). McAdam (1992) for example, has discussed the importance of deconstructing the experiences of Movement participants. He found significant gender differences in the recruitment processes of white participants in the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, a civil rights movement organization. Such a study provides support for the notion that participants are not a monolithic group. Thus, it is equally important to analyze the different movement
experiences as determined by one's race, class, and gender.

Robnett (1997) suggests that African American women were constrained by gender and therefore the primary avenue of leadership open to them was one of a grassroots leadership that served as a critical bridge between the formal organization and adherents and potential constituents. Early works of the Civil Rights Movement focused mainly on the roles of visible leaders, the men, and paid little attention to the role of women. However, scholarship such as studies by Giddings (1984) and Crawford, Rouse, and Woods (1990) brought to the forefront the work done by Black women in the movement. Charles Payne (1990; 1995), in his study of the Greenwood movement in the Delta region of Mississippi, found an over-participation of Black women, meaning that the Black women were more politically active than the Black men. Payne examines the possible causes for this and in doing so points out the necessary organizing skills Black women provided to the movement.

The invisibility of modern black women leaders and activists is in part a result of gender, race, and class biases prevalent in both the social movement literature and feminist scholarship. Social movement scholarship has focused almost exclusively on great men and elites as movement leaders (Jenkins and Perrow, 1977; Oberschall, 1981; Rose and Grenya, 1984). Black women in communities and organizations throughout the South and other regions were struggling during a time that some feminist scholars initially labeled the cessation phase for women's activism (Ferree and Hess, 1985; Rupp and Taylor, 1987). They were assumed to be uninvolved in feminist organizations or unconcerned about women's rights.

However, Lerner (1979) has pointed out that women's liberation means different
things to different women. For many of them, they simply wanted to be free to care for their own homes and their own children while being supported by their employed black men. The critics of the prevailing research on black women have pointed out three major biases: (1) a negative problem-oriented image that stereotypically connected black women with various pathologies within the family, such as female-headedness, illegitimacy, teen pregnancy, poverty, and welfarism (Barnett, Robinson, and Bailey 1984; Collins 1997); (2) a middle-class orientation that excluded, ignored, or made inconsequential the experiences of poor and working-class women, a large percentage of whom were black (Bookman and Morgen, 1988); and (3) an apolitical, non-leadership image of black and poor women as political passivists or as followers and organizers, rarely as movement leaders (Barnett, 1989).

In a research study by Irons (1998) interviews were conducted of black women who were participants of the Civil Rights Movement in Mississippi. She identified three types of women's participation in the Civil Rights Movement and the ways these varied by race: (1) high-risk activism, (2) low-risk institutional activism, and (3) activist mothering and women's work.

High-risk activism was seen as anticipated dangers whether legal, social, physical or financial (McAdam, 1986; Roediger, 1991; Saxton, 1990). Some of the high-risks taken by black women described by Iron included being beaten by police, hiding pictures of one's family to keep them from harm, or taking alternate routes home from meetings to protect personal safety. Euvester Simpson Morris who was interviewed by Iron reported that while returning from a citizenship school in South Carolina with Fannie Lou Hamer, Annell Ponder and others, their bus made a restroom stop in Winona, Mississippi. The
entrance of the colored restroom was blocked by whites. When they walked to the white’s restroom they were told they could not enter. Once Ponder began writing down the license plate of one of the police officers, the women were arrested, taken to jail where they remained for five days, and most of them were severely beaten. Iron emphasizes that Black women had more to gain by participating and thereby more willing to risk more.

Gore (2010) explores the connections between the African American women radicals and the black freedom movement of the 1960s. She notes that many women were forced to find new venues of employment as they became activists. They became involved in social movements through their organizations, such as the Negro Women’s Action Committee, which supported the 1960 student sit-ins at lunch counters throughout the South. In 1961, they helped launch the quarterly journal Freedomways, then worked on programs to end racism in the New York City public schools and to promote international ties with Communist countries and decolonizing nations, and supported the Free Angela Davis campaign and the Free Joan Little movement. Gore states that her aim was to analyze the actions of black women radicals and their collective experiences into the history of postwar radicalism by centering their insights and documenting their contributions to sustaining a black left politics well into the 1970s. Gore also demonstrated an excavation of crucial foundations of the more familiar civil rights stories of the Montgomery bus boycott and the Woolworth’s sit-ins that are already the subject of so many studies. The events she chronicles, with women front and center, serve as a reminder that such high-profile achievements have a long, complex history.

Numerous studies of women's involvement in grassroots mobilization (Andreas,
1985; Barrios, 1978; Bookman and Morgen, 1988; Fainstein and Fainstein, 1974; Jayawardena, 1986; McCourt, 1977; Sacks, 1988; Sacks and Remy, 1984; Thomis and Grimmett, 1982) suggest that women, even when they outnumbered men in participation as they did in the Civil Rights Movement, often initiated and led movement activities and later receded into the background (Davis, 1982; Dunavyevskaya, 1985; Lawson and Barton, 1980; West and Blumberg, 1990).

Many white women who were involved in the Movement in Mississippi were low-risk participants (Jenkins, 1983; McAdam, 1986). Iron describes low-risk participators as those who were involved working with organizations which often had religious affiliation, and offered white women an avenue to contribute without placing their lives at risk. This form of participation was open to white middle-class women who could have engaged in high-risk activism, but would have been in jeopardy of losing their economic, social, and political status in Mississippi society. Two of these women, interviewed by Iron, shared their experiences. Barbara Barnes, president of Jackson, Mississippi operations of the YWCA in 1964, helped to mediate the integration of the Jackson YWCA in 1968. She reported that because of her efforts to promote racial equality in her community, she was ostracized by her Sunday School class. Jane Schutt was a member of Mississippi’s advisory committee to the United States Civil Rights Commission. As such, she traveled the state listening to complaints from whites who felt they would lose property value if blacks were allowed in their communities. Once it became public that she was Chair of the committee, her husband’s job was threatened, and a cross was burned in her yard.
As stated by Irons, women brought different skills than men to the Civil Rights Movement. *Activist mothering* or *women's work* were skills relating to maternalism, nurturance, and domesticity. As such, Irons argues that the contributions made by women to the Movement have been devalued when their participation was confined to the domestic sphere.

**Black Domestic Workers**

According to Jones, (2010), domestic workers were an unpaid community of organizers who helped mobilize, coordinate and inspire boycotters and demonstrators. The willingness of domestic workers to house visiting student freedom riders, to make protest signs, and present as the largest group of bus boycotters represented the recognition of formal constitutional rights. The American society was forced to examine its racist history. This actualization in conjunction with the larger society’s willingness to address codified institutional racism allowed the Movement to take shape (Freeman, 1983; Melucci, 1989).

The *behind-the-scenes* leadership was the only one available to domestic workers. Consequently these women contributed significantly to the extraordinary nature of the grassroots leadership within the Movement. They worked at canvassing in local communities and, on a day-to-day basis, were able to make decisions within the local community. Canvassing included (1) seeing what was on people's minds-what kinds of things they would like to see done; (2) getting individuals to register to vote; and (3) recruiting individuals for local demonstrations.

Domestic workers organized themselves by meeting in their homes and churches. They created a *grapevine* of sorts to communicate information among each other.
regarding Movement activities. Some assisted with voter registration and recruitment while others challenged Jim Crow laws by walking into *whites-only* restaurants or by carrying picket signs outside the doors of segregated establishments. Others arranged car pools and sold cakes and pies to raise money for alternate transportation (Collier-Thomas & Franklin, 2000; Dudziak, 2000). The participation of the domestic workers to the Movement was their way of displaying resistance to racism.

Physical resistance such as refusing to ride buses because of discriminatory practices was a major role of activism for domestic workers. In Montgomery, Alabama, for example, it became a collective practice as others in black communities throughout the U.S. joined, organized and participated in what led to the infamous Montgomery Bus Boycott which lasted more than a year. Other acts of physical resistance included working slowly when performing household chores, and feigning sickness in order to spend time participating in Movement activities (Feagin, 1991; Floyd, 1994).

The visibility of this resistant act helped the Movement gain both financial and physical support. With the help of television, the activism displayed by protesters was played out for the world to witness. According to Kelley (1985) unlike the popular image of Rosa Parks’ quiet resistance, most black women’s opposition to Jim Crow laws tended to be profane and militant. He states that there were numerous episodes of black women sitting in the white section on buses, fighting with white passengers, and arguing with drivers. The women would finally move to the back of the bus, receive a refund for their fare and leave on their own accord, or get arrested and taken to jail. He concludes that while some black women’s actions became violent or profane, gender differences in power relations and occupation did shape black women’s resistance. However, domestic
workers were in a unique position to contest racist practices on public transportation as they were the largest population of riders. Consequently, only two weeks into the bus boycott, the transportation system of Montgomery was already feeling the effects. According to a *New York Times* article entitled *Negroes' Boycott Cripples Bus Line*, the fares had been raised by fifty percent to help cover its losses.

When McGrew (2006), interviewed Johnnie Carr, a former domestic worker from Montgomery, Alabama, and childhood friend of Rosa Parks, she stated that due to segregation laws, she was not allowed to take her children to the park that was directly across from her home. She added that attempting to explain to her children why they could not play there was one of the most difficult things she has had to do. Like Ms. Carr, many domestic workers were motivated by their desires to improve conditions for their children. Ms. Carr later worked for the NAACP and Montgomery Improvement Association, which organized the Montgomery Bus Boycott.

Observers consistently noted that southern black women formed the 'backbone' of the movement and took the lead in the struggle for dignity. From their participation as bus-boycotters of Montgomery to their hosting of Mississippi SNCC workers, domestic workers assumed responsibility for the care and protection of their larger families. They displayed courage daily, far from the glory and glamour of the civil rights hierarchy, while working in the homes of whites and sometimes being arrested and jailed. Similar to student Freedom Riders, many black southern domestic workers were imprisoned due to their efforts to register to vote, resistance to riding in the back seats of buses, or for picketing segregated businesses (Denning, 1998; Joseph, 2006; Piven and Cloward, 1979).
The black church was a chief vehicle of protest, and a regular meeting place for domestic workers to organize and recruit (Lovett, 2005). The black church had a mass base and served as the main repository of Black culture. It proved to be capable of generating, sustaining, and culturally energizing large volumes of protest. Its music and form of worship connected the masses to its protest tradition stemming back to the days of slavery (Calhoun-Brown, 2000; Findlay, 1990). The social power of the black minister stemmed from his personal persuasiveness and his considerable control over the collective resources of the church (Brown, 2008; Merelman, 1994; Morris, 1984). As a result, the church supplied the Civil Rights Movement with risk-taking individuals and the collection of resources. Economic independence also allowed some black ministers the freedom to share political beliefs with their congregations.

Some ministers encouraged political activism while others feared white repercussions against such political involvement (Lincoln and Mamiya, 1990). Since many Civil Rights organizations connected with the black community through churches, the political consciousness of the Movement was propagated via the church. Additionally, black pastors have traditionally been men. As a result, access to the leadership and power of the black minister was denied to black women, who served as ushers, choir members, and secretaries within the church's formal hierarchy. Because the church was a major source of Movement leadership potential, its gendered church positions indirectly attempted to hinder the potential leadership of black women in the Movement from the very beginning (Fendrich, 1993; Joseph, 2006; Kerber, 1998).

Lovett (2005) adds that the church also served as a refuge for many of the
domestic workers who worked during the day under rigid and demeaning conditions, and then volunteered their time and talents to the Movement. Also in churches, domestic workers established food and clothing banks and networking sessions for those seeking employment. They doubled their coping efforts to substitute the public services that were denied blacks by white establishments. They assisted in remedying the social imbalances produced by industrial capitalism (Hunter, 1998).

Hogan (2007) states that Mississippi summer volunteers wrote letters home to friends and relatives with the descriptions of feasts that were prepared for them by domestic workers. Similarly, Wekker contends that Sugrue (2008) reported that civil rights workers stated that they were able to withstand overwhelming opposition because of the image of the black working woman.

Domestic workers accepted the justifications for nonviolence, but were prone to express their anger in words (Bermanzohn, 2000: Garcia, 1994). In contrast, many white southerners resorted to physical or economic retaliation against peaceful demonstrators. In many southern cities whether demonstrations were held there nor not, southern vigilantes patrolled the streets with firearms. Some white physicians refused to deliver babies of mothers who were on the local white citizen’s council blacklist, a list that contained the names of black women who were participating in the Movement (Evans, 1980; Hurt, 2003; Schramm-Pate and Jeffries, 2008).

The passing of the Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 demonstrated the impact of African American female workers. It outlawed discrimination in hiring based on race, color, religion, gender of national origin. It also established the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) (Belton, 2004).
As a result of gendered societal roles, black domestic workers brought different skills than men to the Civil Rights Movement. These skills were related to maternalism, nurturance, and domesticity. Iron refers to Naples (1998) theory of activist mothering which includes not only the nurturing of those outside one's immediate kinship group but also general social mothering practices of the community. As an example, Iron tells the story of Aurelia Young, an African American woman who housed and fed students of the Freedom Rider movement in 1961 once they were released from jail. She also fed civil rights workers and attorneys in her home. Her work can be considered activist mothering, because she cared for children who were not her own, and she extended her mothering responsibilities to the civil rights community.

Domestic worker and interviewee Georgia Gilmore reported to Robnett (1997) that once her employer learned of her activism, she was fired from her job as a cook and blacklisted from other jobs in Montgomery. Subsequently, Gilmore began selling baked goods door-to-door, donating the funds to the Montgomery Improvement. Robnett redefines leadership, combating scholarship that has failed to see women's participation in the Civil Rights Movement as leadership. She demonstrates the importance of methods that do not define leadership on the basis of formal titles. Robnett argues that titles usually falter in encompassing the contributions made by black women in the Movement. Women without titles, who worked in the field, often had considerable autonomy to lead, and were recognized by their co-workers and those they mobilized as leaders. In addition, Robnett also states that women leaders in the community frequently recruited and mobilized male formal leaders. Though cultural and societal norms established some limitations on women's formal leadership, Robnett finds the lens of gender discrimination
inadequate for analysis of women's roles.

Paid domestic laborers were treated simultaneously as invisible and as the personal property of their employer. In the minds of some employers, the racial makeup of the workforce—which encouraged employers to construct their employees as vastly different and inferior—justified low wages and poor working conditions. The *othering* of domestic workers reconciled for abusive employers their own sense of fairness and the inhumane treatment they mete out to workers (Sharpless, 2010). At the same time, the intimate nature of the work fostered a fiction of familiarity where employers claimed their household help as *one of the family* and used this claim to extract additional work without pay or to offer second-hand goods in lieu of pay. Although domestic workers may have been expected to fulfill familial responsibilities, they were rarely accorded familial rights—even such basic rights as sitting at the dinner table. Live-in workers in particular were often at the beck and call of their bosses, with little time to themselves and no clearly defined job description (Rothman, 1978).

For many employers, hiring domestic workers was not limited to hiring their services or their time—it was conflated with the purchasing of their very bodies. Placing black women's experiences at the center of analysis as well as interpretive frameworks that rely on intersectional paradigms helps to shed light on their experiences dealing with racism and sexism (Smith 2000, Palmer 1995).

Domestic workers worked alongside professional black women as well as college female students while participating as activists. Subsequently, domestic workers were educated by these women regarding Jim Crow laws and other race issues. As the professional and student women were being educated at places like the Highland Folk
School, in many cases they would extend their newfound knowledge to the domestic workers. Founded in Sewanee, Tennessee in the 1930s, Highlander was a center of grassroots political activity and work toward social change. Focusing mainly on Appalachian white poverty and the formation of labor unions in the 1940s, the fight for desegregation and racial equality was added to Highlander’s agenda in the early 1950s (Glen, 1996). Highlander opened its doors to students in 1953 by creating “Annual Highlander Folk School College Workshops” where students could come to discuss civil rights.

During the mid-1950s and throughout the Civil Rights Movement, the lives of domestic workers served as reminders to the preservation of racial distance. Their persistence to challenge the triple constraints of race, class, and gender did not permit adequate recognition of their efforts.
CHAPTER THREE:
BLACK FEMINISM: THE MOVEMENT & THE THEORY

Introduction

According to Tarrow (1994), social movements act as collective challenges by people with common purposes and solidarity in sustained interaction with elites, opponents and authorities. In other words, social movements are mass, grass roots phenomena. They tend to happen when a significant number of people come to define their own troubles and problems, not in personal terms, but in more general social terms; where there is a common cause for all of their troubles, and when they think that the government can be moved to action on their behalf (Johnston and Klandermans, 1995; Klandermans, 1992; Taylor and Whittier, 1995). This is a rare combination of circumstances, thus social movements are difficult to organize and sustain. Movements often help those who are outside the mainstream to gain a hearing from the public and political decision makers (Andrews, 1997; 2001).

Social movements are not always unified on issues of strategy and tactics. They are generally made up of a core of activists, a wider circle of people from aggrieved group who are occasionally active, and a larger audience made up of the general
population and political leaders (Tilly & Wood, 2009). To be successful, social movements must be able to play to all three audiences; maintain the enthusiasm of activists; attract other activists and support from the aggrieved group; gain sympathy from the general public; and force a positive response from public officials (McAdam & Snow, 2009; Meyer, 2006).

Many social movements have left their mark on American political life and have influenced the actions of government. Each movement has tried to achieve social change by acting outside the normal channels of government and politics, using what is known as collective action (Younts & Mueller, 2001). While women were always participants of social movements, they are particularly important in this study of women in the Civil Rights Movement.

Feminist & Women's Movements

A significant segment of feminist activists came to recognize and understand their own oppression, as well as to develop important organizing skills through their participation in efforts for racial justice (Breines, 2007; Guy-Sheftall, 1995). Economic equality was also a goal of feminist movements from the 1960s onward. Unlike many women's movements earlier in the century, which had often favored protective labor legislation for women, the new feminist organizations emphasized gender equality in the workplace (Joseph & Lewis, 1999).

From the late 1960s into the 1980s, there was a vibrant Women's Movement in the United States. Culturally influential and politically powerful, the movement included national organizations, as well as grassroots projects and the Equal Rights Amendment.
The women's movement was also made up of organizing projects in the professions, unions, government, and other institutions. The movement brought about major changes in the lives of many women, and also in everyday life in the United States (Newman, 1999). It opened to women professions and blue-collar jobs that previously had been reserved for men. It began transforming the portrayal of women by the media. It introduced the demand for women's equality into organized religion, sports, politics, and many other arenas and institutions. As a result, the gender balance of leadership began to change. The women's movement initiated dialogue publicly on issues that were once deemed private and personal by framing inequality and oppression in family and personal relations (Cheek & Briggs, 1982).

Despite their large number of organizations and successful reform efforts, black women were largely excluded from white women's reform organizations, suffrage associations as well as women's Christian groups such as the YWCA (McClaurin, 2001). In addition, in their reform efforts, white women were often culturally or racially insensitive, attempting to impose white middle class cultural values on black women.

White feminists defined gender as the principal source of their exclusion from full participation in American life; black women were forced to confront the interplay between racism and sexism and to figure out how to make black men think about gender issues while making white women think about racial issues. The call by white feminists for unity and solidarity was based on their assumption that women constituted a gender-based class or caste that was unified by common oppression. Many black women had difficulty seeing white women as their feminist sisters; in the eyes of many African Americans, after all, white women were as much the oppressor as white men. Bambara
argued the non-existence of relevancy of truths and experiences of white women to black women. She argued that the priorities are not the same, only the concerns and methods.

Black Feminist Movement

The Black Feminist Movement grew out of, and in response to, the Black Liberation Movement and the Women's Movement. In an effort to meet the needs of black women who felt they were being racially oppressed in the Women's Movement and sexually oppressed in the Black Liberation Movement, the Black Feminist Movement was formed (Springer, 2002). All too often, black was equated with black men and woman was equated with white women (Hull, Scott and Smith, 1993). As a result, black women were an invisible group whose existence and needs were ignored. The purpose of the movement was to develop theory which could adequately address the way race, gender, and class were interconnected in their lives and to take action to stop racist, sexist, and classist discrimination. According to Hudson-Weems (1992), the term feminism as defined and used by European Americans did not portray the reality of African-American women and their level of struggle.

Faced with the sexism of black men and the racism of white women, black women in their respective movements had two choices: they could remain in the movements and try to educate non-black or non-female comrades about their needs, or they could form a movement of their own (Beale, 1970; Cheek, 1982). Although noble in its intent, black women did not feel the first alternative was a viable or feasible option. While black men needed to be educated about the effects of sexism and white women
about the effects of racism on black women's lives, as noted by Hull, Scott and Smith, (1993) it was not solely the responsibility of black women to educate them.

Having decided to form a movement of their own, black women needed to define the goals of the Black Feminist Movement and to determine its focus. Several authors have put forth definitions of the Black Feminist Movement. Among the most notable are Alice Walker's definition which she coined womanist. According to Hudson-Weems (1994) this term signified an inclusion of race and class issues in feminism, and served as an alternative to and an expansion of the term feminist. The Combahee River Collective, whose name is taken from the Combahee River Raid of June 1863 which was led by Harriet Tubman and freed hundreds of slaves. As explained by Smith (2000) The Combahee River Collective Statement defined black feminism as a logical political movement to combat the multiple and simultaneous oppression that all women of color experience. According to the Collective, the genesis of contemporary black feminism involves an affirmation of its origins in the historical reality of African-American women's continuous struggle for survival and liberation. It was important for black feminism to address the ways that racism, sexism, classism and heterosexism all worked to perpetuate each other.

Black feminist writings began focusing on developing theories which would address the simultaneity of racism, sexism, and classism in their lives. In addition, the audience of these writings was to be black women, rather than white feminists or black male activists. Black women needed to develop a critical, feminist consciousness and begin a dialogue which directly addressed their experiences and connected them to a larger political system (hooks, 1984).
The effectiveness of the movement, however, has not been uniform in the white feminist and black communities (Meyers, 2004). The rhetoric of current black liberation movements still fails to adequately address issues which affect black women. Awareness of sexism has increased within the black academic community but the popular culture (especially that which primarily involves black men, such as the rap music industry) continues to be extremely sexist and misogynist (Kitwana, 2002: Morgan, 1999).

The black feminist movement is faced with several challenges. As explained by Collins (2000) and Warhol-Down and Herndl (1989), the movement must find ways to broaden support among black and third world women. Education about the true nature and goal of the movement as well as resources and strategies for change must reach the women who have little or no access to the movement. In addition, Smith (2000), Bullard (2000) add there is a need for the development of mentor relationships between black women scholar/activists and young black students, both female and male. Individual struggle must be connected with a larger feminist movement to effect change, and so that new black feminists need not reinvent theory or search again for history that was never recorded. Springer (2002) and Morgan (1999) argue there is also a need to develop black male subjectivity to address black women as the primary audience of theoretical and critical black feminism. Black women and men need to develop a critical style which encourages further dialogue and development of ideas rather than dismissing or silencing new black feminist voices. Kitwana (2002) stresses that respect for fellow black women must be developed and guarded in spite of the sexist, racist, and classist ideologies of American society. Differences among black women must be acknowledged and affirmed, rather than ignored.
Finally, as noted by Gardiner (2002) alliances must be strengthened between the black feminist movement and its parent movements. The black feminist movement must hold the current male-dominated black liberation movement accountable for its sexism and at the same time work with the movement to end the oppression of black people. As well, there must be a working dialogue between the white-dominated feminist movement and the black feminist movement to continue to develop perspectives, theory and action which strives toward ending sexism.

Black Feminist Perspective

A black feminist perspective is necessary in order to understand the complexity of the struggles which black women face. Drawing on this, black feminist have developed perspectives which recognize the constraints of a racially structured patriarchal capitalistic society (Bhavani, 1986). The emphasis on the pervasiveness of racism in economic, social, and political institutions through which black women's and black men's oppression is manifested (Bran, 1985). The inclusion of men in a black feminist perspective is based on the realization that the liberation of women through challenges to patriarchal structures cannot be successful unless all repressive ideologies are eradicated. Black women have added to the potential power of feminism as they have explored wider collective struggles against imperialism and racism (hooks, 1984; 1989; Hull, 1982).

Black feminist thought consists of ideas produced by black women that clarify a stand-point of and for black women. Several assumptions underlie this working definition. First, the definition suggests that it is impossible to separate the structure and thematic content of thought from the historical and material conditions shaping the lives
of its producers (Berger and Luckmann 1966; Mannheim 1936). Therefore, while black feminist thought may be recorded by others, it is produced by black women.

Secondly, the definition assumes that black women possess a unique standpoint on, or perspective of, their experiences and that there will be certain commonalities of perception shared by black women as a group. Thirdly, while living life as black women may produce certain commonalities of outlook, the diversity of class, region, age, and sexual orientation shaping individual black women’s lives has resulted in different expressions of these common themes. Thus, universal themes included in the black women’s standpoint may be experienced and expressed differently by distinct groups of African-American women.

Finally, the definition assumes that, while a black women’s stand-point exists, its contours may not be clear to black women themselves. Therefore, one role for black female intellectuals is to produce facts and theories about the black female experience that will clarify a black woman’s standpoint for black women. In other words, black feminist thought contains observations and interpretations about African-American womanhood that describe and explain different expressions of common themes.

**Conclusion**

Black women's decisiveness to self-define and the necessity for a black female-centered analysis are significant for two reasons. First, defining and valuing one's consciousness of one's own self-defined standpoint in the face of images that foster a self-definition as the objectified other is an important way of resisting the dehumanization essential to systems of domination. The status of being the other implies
being different from the assumed norm of white male behavior. Since black women have been denied the authority to challenge these definitions, this model consists of images that define black women as a negative other, the virtual antithesis of positive white male images (Collier-Thomas & Franklin, 2000; Goines, 1993). As noted by Brittan and Maynard (1984) domination always involves the objectification of the dominated.

Secondly, black female self-definition and self-valuation are significant in terms of allowing black women to reject internalized, psychological oppression (Baldwin, 1980). The potential damage of internalized control to black women's self-esteem can be great, even to the prepared. Enduring the frequent assaults of controlling images requires considerable inner strength. Being treated less than human can be debilitating for black women who are not self-defined (Gwaltney, 1980).

Black feminism is the nexus between the black liberation and the women's liberation movements, but it has its own distinct ideologies. Black feminist thought consists of specialized knowledge created by black women that clarifies a standpoint of and for black women (Lewis, 1977). Thus, black feminist thought encompasses theoretical interpretations of black women's reality by those who actually live it. Black feminist perspectives stress how various forms of gender, race, and class oppression work together to form a matrix of social domination. These oppressions are deeply interwoven into social structures and work together to define the history of the lives of black women in America and other women of color worldwide (Beck & Jennings, 1982).
CHAPTER FOUR: METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

Introduction

The purpose of this study has been to examine how black domestic workers negotiated their personal and public spheres of life during the Civil Rights Movement. The past few decades of critical analysis point to the emergence of a scholarly consensus about the need to deconstruct the hierarchical binary of an orthodox separate spheres model and to replace it with one that acknowledges that public and private are not stable, unchangeable, or natural polarities (Park and Wald, 1998). The terms public and private spheres have born, and continue to bear, the inscription of ongoing struggles around questions of access to social power, where power is a function of one's location within a social geography of separate spheres (Fraser, 1990).

Some feminist scholars (Barnes, 1993; Cohen, 2003) have elaborated, extended, and amplified critiques of the public/private binary and its relation to the racialized and sexualized division of labor, bringing their insights to bear on the experience of black domestic workers. Davis (1981) took this same approach noting that while black women have been able to circumvent many of the conditions of patriarchal domesticity through their outside work, this work has itself been privatized and relegated to the private sphere of white middle-class women's homes. Davis further argued that the private sphere of middle-class white women's domesticity was constructed through the use of the labor of
of white middle-class women's homes. Davis further argued that the private sphere of middle-class white women's domesticity was constructed through the use of the labor of working women of color, specifically black women. Hence, white middle-class women's privacy and domestic comfort were dependent on the outside labor of women of color, whose public sphere of work was white middle-class women's private sphere.

In the 1980s, scholars who researched histories of women of color critiqued separate spheres metaphors calling for attention to the ways in which African American women, in particular, have rarely had the privilege of occupying a strictly domestic realm (Fraser, 1986). Others suggested that separate spheres could only apply to white or middle-class or northeastern women, the subjects of early studies. Such arguments did not diminish the use of separate spheres, but rather increased the utilization of the ideology (Eisenberg and Halev, 2005). Although examined from various vantage points, separate spheres continues to provide an analytical tool for understanding the history of women's and men's relationships of power with each other, with members of their own sex, and with the larger society (Knapp, 2006).

With the historical roots of domestic work intertwined with the institutionalized enslavement of Africans, domestic work by African American women during the 1950s and 1960's, carried many social and political meanings and ramifications (Glenn, 2000; Kelley, 1994; Collins, 1989). Despite the daily challenges of race, class, and gender prejudices, they were able to organize and initiate acts of resistance. Few studies have been done that enhance the visibility of black domestic workers and their activism and resistance to overt oppression. While Jones (2010) included some information regarding the lives of black domestic workers in two chapters of her book, like other writers, the
information used was not contributed by primary sources, and failed to represent the women’s point of view. As such, the overall goal of this study is to collect data from a primary source, the black domestic worker, that reflects their experiences and perspectives.

**Objectives**

The purpose of this study is to investigate the life experiences of black domestic workers, the public sphere of their workplace and in the Civil Rights Movement as well as in the private sphere of their home, family and community. To achieve this purpose the study specifically examined the job description and experiences of black domestic workers, the social relationships between themselves and their white female employers, and the role that they played in the Civil Rights Movement. Further, the study sought to investigate the impact of wage employment and social activism on the personal and familial life of the women.

**Methodology**

The study adopted a triangulation of data collection methods as a means to validate and cross verify the data collected. This included a thorough interrogation of the literatures on the Civil Rights Movement and the roles of black domestic workers along with semi-structured interviews with 5 domestic workers. The questions of the interview instrument were used as a guide to collect information around the oral histories of the women and used to build a case study of black domestic workers that can be compared to what is reported in the literature. Conducting the interviews were important because it allowed the women to express their own experiences and perspectives on why they
worked as domestics, the racism that they faced, what coping strategies they adopted, and why they felt compelled to participate in a Movement that was quite radical in its strategies, and one that made them and their families vulnerable to personal dangers. Such oral histories are important because they give voice to those who would otherwise not be included in historical records and reveal the interpretation of the subjects of a study.

The interview was organized around the information required to meet the specific objectives of the study. Audio recordings were made of each interview; notes were taken, and then transcribed by the researcher. The interview questions asked were:

1. What was it like working as a domestic worker in the South?
2. How was your relationship with your employers?
3. How did your family feel about your work as a domestic?
4. How did you become involved with the Civil Rights Movement?
5. What was your role in the Movement?
6. What were your experiences working as a domestic for whites while participating in the Movement?
7. Have you seen the movie *The Help*? If so, what are your thoughts?

The data collected was used along with the literature to build a case study of black domestic workers. Case studies are commonly used as a research method in social science disciplines (Campbell, 1975; Hersen & Barlow, 1976). Creswell (2009) describes case studies as a way in which researchers may examine in depth events, activities, and individuals. This intensive analysis can be used for a single case or two or
three for comparative purposes. In this study, case studies are used in order to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of real-life events through interviewing.

*Research Population and Sample*

The research population for the study was taken from the South, specifically from the state of Tennessee. The state was selected because of the unique circumstances of the South in the Civil Rights era and also because it was a convenient population for the researcher who is from the same state. The civil rights demonstrations in Nashville, Tennessee stood out among the most noted sit-in activities of the Movement (Fleming, 1995). Black leadership contributed to the abolition of societal restraints that made democracy more real for many Tennesseans (Wynn, 1991). This is the city where the research population for this study was derived. By the 1960s, nearly ninety percent of black women in the South worked as domestic workers. In the South, the Jim Crow laws required segregation of the black and white communities, and dictated among other things, where black women could and could not work.

The research population had to consist of women who had participated in the Movement *while* working as domestic workers. With the assistance of a Nashville community leader and the snow-ball approach to sampling, an accumulative sample was located. However, due to health and age, most were not able to participate. Of the sample, five women agreed to participate in this study. The five women ranged from ages seventy-seven to eight-four. They each attended both interview sessions at the Easley Community Center which was named after the grandfather of this researcher. The women voiced their eagerness to participate, and most were familiar with the researcher’s family
which seemed to also put them at ease. For the purpose of confidentiality the names of the domestic workers were changed and are identified in this study as Catherine, Alice, Sarah, Eunice, and Margaret.

Data Collection and Analysis

The interviews were conducted in two sessions and audio taped. In the first interview the women were asked all the questions on the instrument but the information collected was inadequate in some areas. As such, the researcher scheduled a second session to probe specifically on the women’s role in the Civil Rights Movement questions four through seven. The women were interviewed individually, and their first sessions lasted for approximately 1 hour. During the second interview, each session ranged from one hour to 1.5 hours. It was during this session that the researcher realized that the interviewees’ reluctance to discussing their participation in the Movement was due to their perceptions that their contributions were too minimal to discuss. Once the women were encouraged and prompted to discuss their experiences, they began to recollect their responsibilities in the Movement. Two of the women were prompted by family members who prior to the interview, were unaware that their mother had played an active role in the Civil Rights Movement.

The researcher used the transcription of the tapes and the notes taken during the interview and organized the information around the themes of the specific objectives. First, the women were described, then their work experiences and relationships, their role in the Civil Rights Movement, and then the impact of these experiences on their familial and personal life. A Black feminist theoretical perspective was used to analyze the
intersectionality of race, class and gender experiences of the black domestic workers. Additionally, the literature review was utilized in order to establish the extent to which the findings differed or were in agreement with prior studies.

Observations

The women presented for the interview sessions enthusiastically. Each commented on how delighted they were to be asked to share their experiences as they had never been asked about their occupations as domestic workers in the segregated South, nor their work within the Civil Rights Movement. As previously mentioned, during the first interview, the woman mainly discussed their labor as domestic workers.

Each of the women was interviewed separately with at least one family member present. The family members of one respondent, (Eunice), were just as enthusiastic as the interviewees. Her daughter admitted that she had never sat down and talked to her mother about her involvement in the Civil Rights Movement. In fact, she stated that this was something she had never heard her mother discuss. In another case, Margaret’s eldest son, who accompanied her for the interview admitted that he remembered his mother working as a domestic worker, but had no idea that she had ever participated in the Movement. Margaret explained that she never related her preparing and cooking meals for Movement leaders as a contribution to the Movement. As for her boycotting of the Montgomery bus system, she stated that one of the goals of the domestic workers was to show a unified front.

Their memories of the racial climate in Nashville during the 1950’s and 1960’s were all similar to one another. They each recalled not only the racial divisions during
the time of segregation, but the divisions within the black community concerning whether integration would even be beneficial to Nashville’s black communities.

Limitation of Study

The main limitation of the study is that its findings while in depth cannot be generalized because of its small sample size and specificity of the location of the sample. In addition, the age and health of the research sample posed certain challenges in the actual conduct of the interviews as well as the information collected. Although the women communicated well their experiences using their own words and interpretations there were issues of recollection and had to be prompted at times. The issue of accuracy of their information was cross checked with that of the literature.

In addition, because of their ages and health, all the women were interviewed with family members present. In one case, the family members wanted to hear the experiences they had never known before (which the interviewee gave them consent to do). Another woman asked to have her daughter present for medical reasons. It is uncertain whether having family members present hampered in any way the level of comfort of the women to tell their stories, particularly on issues that were related to their families. Despite the limitations, the information collected was in-depth enough to use with the literature review in order to build a feasible case study.
CHAPTER FIVE: FINDINGS

Roles and Relationships

Introduction

Each of the women in this study had families while participating in the Civil Rights Movement. The multiple roles of domestic workers encompassed the isolation of their workplace, their participation in the Civil Rights Movement, and their relationships and responsibilities within their own homes and communities. Their occupation as domestic workers and activists impacted their lives in both public and private spheres.

The five domestic workers interviewed ranged in ages from seventy-one to eighty-four and were all previously married with children. Four are now widows and one divorced.

For the purpose of confidentiality, the study participants have been given fictitious names. Catherine, a quiet soft-spoken seventy-seven year old widow lives in an independent living facility in Nashville, Tennessee. She wears her pure white hair in a braid that nearly reaches her waist, and says that when she looks in the mirror, she sees her mother. She worked as a domestic worker longer than any of the other women in this study. For ten years, she cooked, cleaned, and cared for the children of her employers. She was married and raised two children while working as a domestic. She reported that her mother had also worked as a domestic, and made extra income from ironing in her home on the weekends. Her participation in the Movement consisted of her preparing meals for Freedom Riders.
Alice, a seventy-eight year old widow, worked as a domestic for 7 years. Her small frame disguises her huge personality and hearty laugh. She lives in the same facility as Catherine, where they often play bridge or bid whist together. During her employment, she cared for the sick and elderly. Alice held picket signs outside of McCrory's and other white segregated businesses in Nashville during the Civil Rights Movement.

Sarah is the youngest of the women interviewed. This spry and optimistic seventy-seven year old has lived with family members for the past five years. Known for her cooking, especially her red velvet cake, she cooked for the students that participated in the sit-ins. Nowadays, she lives quietly at a nursing home, is still active in her church, and enjoys getting visits from her four grandchildren.

Eunice worked as a domestic worker for eight years. She and her husband raised two sons during the Civil Rights era with her spouse working odd jobs. As a domestic worker she cooked and cared for the children of her employer. One of the deacons from her church asked Eunice and her late husband to house Freedom Riders. She shared that she and her husband stayed up all night talking with the students. She said they inspired her to work even harder so that she could send her sons to college. She was so impressed with the bright young black college students who were making a difference.

Margaret is the eldest of the interviewees. At age eighty-four, she knits Afghans for friends and family members, and loves to listen to music. While she only worked as a domestic worker for two years, she says she knew it was not a life she wanted for her daughters. She states that she began working in various factories, until she landed a job with the Ford Glass Plant here in Nashville where she worked until retirement. Her
husband was a carpenter who sometimes worked as a driver for whites during the Civil Rights era.

The table below shows the demographics of each sample group participant including marital status, age, and number of years worked as a domestic worker.

Demographics of Subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Marital Status/Age</th>
<th>No. of Yrs. As Domestic Worker</th>
<th>Involvement w/Civil Rights Movement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>Widow</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>Cooked for Freedom Riders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice</td>
<td>Widow</td>
<td>7 years</td>
<td>Held picket signs outside white business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>Prepared meals for Sit-in students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eunice</td>
<td>Widow</td>
<td>8 years</td>
<td>NAACP member who housed Freedom Riders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>Widow</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>Cooked for participants at organizational meetings &amp; bus boycott</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Job Descriptions

While some domestic workers reported that their work was heavily monitored and scrutinized by their employees, others have commented on the freedom they had to determine how to organize their daily chores. They performed a variety of duties within private homes, and their work hours generally began around 7:00 a.m. and ended between 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. Their hours of work depended on their responsibilities of either preparing meals for their employee and their families, or having to make sure the children of their employees got off to school on time and returned home safely. Each of the women in the study group used public transportation to and from work. Four of the
women worked six days per week with Sundays off, while one subject worked 5 days per week. The work routines and schedules of domestic workers limited the time they had for their own families and personal lives. However, as reported by the women of this study, they negotiated their time and responsibilities between the public and private spheres of their lives as much as possible.

The duties and responsibilities of the sample group during their time of employment consisted of taking care of the ill and elderly, cooking and cleaning, or a combination of both. Many domestic workers took considerable responsibility for the care of their employer’s children.

When asked the interview question, “What was it like working as a domestic worker,” the women who performed solely care-taking duties stated they were hired either to care for children or the sick and elderly. Their responsibilities in caring for children varied from seeing the child off to school, attending to the child if illness occurred; making sure homework was done, or entertaining them with game-playing or by reading to them. Additionally, those who cared for children were sometimes relegated to chaperone the child to recreational and social outings as was the case with one interviewee. She was responsible for taking the child to the park, and to sports practices. She explains,

“I was allowed to use one of the employer’s cars to escort the child to his various activities. I enjoyed getting out of the home, even though the child was embarrassed to be seen with me in public.”

Subjects of the sample group who cared for the sick and elderly described their work as those of a nurse or physical therapist. They stated that they were expected to
administer medications, bathe and dress the individual, and sometimes even clean and care for wounds. One interviewee who admitted she had no formal nursing experience stated, “I had to draw on my intuition and common sense when caring for the critically ill.” Some domestic workers in this study explained that they were also responsible for exercising the limbs of those who had physical limitations. When attending an employer’s family member who was bed-ridden, they were expected to be at the bedside, turning them in the bed when needed, and caring for their personal hygiene.

The information shared by the interviewees who performed household duties reported similar accounts of their job responsibilities. Each described their routines for cooking and cleaning. One subject stated,

“I made sure I cooked their Sunday dinner on Saturday since I wouldn’t be there, and I always did their laundry on Wednesdays.”

Along with planning and cooking three meals daily for their employers, most devised their own schedules for chores such as designating certain days to do laundry and ironing. In cases when the work did not meet the expectations of the employers, sometimes drastic measures pursued. For instance, one subject reported that after mopping, she was told that the baseboards were not clean enough. After she made another attempt to satisfy her employer, she was given a toothbrush to use for cleaning baseboards.

*Relationships with White Women*

Of the five women, four of them reported they had positive, friendly relationships
with their employers. In fact in each case, they described the white female employee as one who sought "friendship" and "companionship." One subject recalls,

"Sometimes I became embarrassed when she discussed her personal matters with me," and adds, "I didn’t expect us to become friends but over time, that's exactly what happened."

Another interviewee recalled that her employer attended her son's high school graduation, while another stated that she was invited as a guest to her employer's wedding anniversary celebration. However, the women were guarded about the "nature" of the relationships between themselves and their white female employer. For example, one subject reported that she understood that the "friendship" was only while she was in her employer's house working, and was not sustained outside of her employer's home. For instance,

"I wasn’t naive to think that she and I would meet to have lunch together on my day off. I knew that the friendship was only within the walls of her home, and that was alright with me."

Although most subjects recalled positive employer/employee relationships, they acknowledged that they were well aware of the boundaries of their friendships. As stated by one subject,

"Regardless of our friendship, I still called her Miss, and she still called me by my first name."

In contrast to these positive images of black/white, employee/employer
relationships, one woman reported she was inundated with derogatory comments.

Besides constant threats of being permanently dismissed, she explicitly recalls being accused of stealing items (which were always found), and being referred to as the “nigger help.” She says,

“I bit my tongue and bared it until I could find other work. I was forewarned by others who had worked in this particular home, but I just didn’t realize it was as bad as it was.”

The degrading and demoralizing way domestic workers have reported to be treated are also experiences that the sample group has either experienced themselves, or have known others to have experienced. Despite the outwardly “friendly” nature of most employees, study subjects reported demeaning aspects of their jobs. Some reported they were unable to use the same bathroom as their employers. As one woman reported,

“I was only allowed to use the bathroom in the basement and before I went home each day, I was required to clean it thoroughly.”

Two women stated that their employers assigned to them a particular glass, plate and utensils. They were not allowed to use any other items for the duration of their employment. As one woman put it,

“They actually thought my skin color would contaminate those things. I’m sure they threw them away once I stopped working for them.”

Yet another woman reported that her employer required her to wear gloves while working in their home. She stated,
"It always seemed like such a silly thing to me but I finally became accustomed to it."

Each of these women in the sample group stated that they felt their reputations were heavily dependent upon the personality and disposition of their white employers. One subject stated that an objectionable comment or less than glowing reference from an employer could relegate a domestic worker from further employment as a domestic worker. Subsequently, their relationships with employers had to be constantly nurtured.

The findings also revealed that domestic workers were vulnerable to dismissal on the grounds of pregnancy. Alice reported that she was fired from two jobs once the employers where informed of her pregnancy. She began hiring herself out and ironing for whites until she was able to find another employer and return to work. Other subjects knew of many women who had the same experience.

Catherine and Eunice, who worked the most number of years as domestics, were also the ones who experienced the most derogatory consequences by their employees. Catherine reported that when she first began working as a domestic, she would sometimes make mistakes or accidentally drop or break something. She states that upon reflection, she probably dropped things because when she first began, she was very nervous. She admits that she had never been so close to whites until she began working as a domestic worker. She further states that her employer at the time would call her a stupid nigger girl whenever she made a mistake. As she got older, she witnessed other young domestic workers being called derogatory names.

At the same time, attachment to the white children who were in their care was inevitable. According to one interviewee:
Another subject reported that sometimes the hardest thing to do when transitioning from one job to another was leaving the children you had cared for. However, she also adds,

“I had to think about my own family. My husband worked and he expected me to contribute to the household as well. So if I got offered more money to work in someone else’s home, I would take it!”

The strained or strange relationship between the black domestic worker and white female employers did not prevent the black women from having some maternal sentiments for the white children in their care.

Each of these women in the sample group stated that they felt their reputations were heavily dependent upon the personality and disposition of their white employers. One subject stated that an objectionable comment or “less than glowing” reference from an employer could relegate a domestic worker from further employment as a domestic worker. Subsequently, their relationships with employers had to be constantly nurtured.

**Networking and Activism**

Members of the sample group insisted that the communication chain that linked domestic workers in southern communities was formidable. For instance, all of the interviewees obtained their first domestic jobs through this network. In addition to finding work, they all attest that advice on which families treated domestics well, (and
those who did not), and where one may find employment, were common pieces of
information shared within their circles. According to one subject who lived in
Montgomery, Alabama during the bus boycott, information regarding the organizational
tactics of the boycott was commonly passed on through the worker’s network as well.
She reported,

“We would pass information along at
bus stops. Then, as we all took our individual
buses home, we would inform those riding with
us about information pertaining to the boycott.
A few times we even designed flyers to alert
everyone about our planning meetings while
riding the bus. We were doing whatever we
could to change our situation.”

Catherine reported that she had several employees who consistently made racist
comments while she was in their employment. Alice, who worked for seven years stated,

“I was really young when I began working
as a domestic. I figured in order to keep a job,
I would have to put up with being talked to
as a child- I knew this from what other domestics
had told me. I was even warned that I may be
called out of my name and I accepted that too.
When the activists started meeting with us at
the church, it’s like I grew a backbone, because
once I became involved with the Movement,
I started speaking up for myself, and I stopped
working for people who treated me like I was
just a slave.”

One subject had actually viewed *The Help* at the time of this interview session.
She shared that there had been instances when domestic workers showed resistance to
unfair and racist acts. Like those in the movie, she admitted that some domestic workers
spoke up for themselves to employers when they felt they were being treated unfairly,
cheated in their pay, or consistently asked to work extra hours without more pay. She states,

"Occasionally I would hear that someone had walked off the job because her pay was short. I even walked off a job once for the same reason."

All of the subjects interviewed knew of workers who had exhibited some form of resistance.

Participation in the Civil Rights Movement

While the first interview session consisted of the women’s recollections of their roles as domestic workers, their responsibilities and their relationships with their employers, the second interview was predominately focused on their participation within the Movement. Their reluctance to discuss their involvement during the first interview was very revealing. For Catherine, she stated that she had always felt that the part she played within the Movement was so minimal, that she never felt it was worth discussion. Alice, who worked as a domestic worker for seven years stated that compared to Rosa Parks, her holding picket signs could not compare to what Ms. Parks endured, having to go to jail. Sarah admitted that she was asked by a Movement organizer at her church to cook for some students who were coming into Nashville. She stated that she was not aware they were students who would be participating in the sit-ins downtown until they showed up at her house for dinner. She states that during the time, she never discussed this with anyone for fear of losing her job. Later, she states, “it just seemed insignificant.” Eunice, who housed Freedom Riders in her home, states that she was given an award by her church for her contribution to the Movement in 1972 during a
Women’s Day celebration. This has been the only recognition she has ever received. She stated she was surprised to get a call about participating in this research study as she felt no one was interested in her small contribution to the Movement. Margaret, like the other women, admitted that she has rarely reflected on what she feels was a small contribution. She too felt that compared to Diane Nash and other Nashville activists, “It just wasn’t worth mentioning.”

All of the domestic workers in the sample played a part in the Civil Rights Movement. The subjects reportedly used a few hours during their days off, and specifically on Sundays after church services, to learn about volunteer opportunities within the Civil Rights Movement. At these after-church gatherings, there were usually representatives from the NAACP or Movement recruiters present to inform the community about any recent or upcoming activities. They would also learn of any civil rights infractions that had occurred within their community.

Participation included cooking for Freedom Riders, boycotting the Montgomery bus system, picketing white segregated businesses, preparing meals for sit-in students, housing Freedom Riders, and cooking for participants at meetings. They stated that they felt their actions were very minute in the large scheme of things. However, as they began to discuss their roles within the Movement, they each began to see how their activism helped fuel momentous changes in American society.

For instance, when one interviewee was asked why she was hesitant in discussing her role in the Movement, she admitted that she has rarely mentioned her participation and said, “I didn’t do anything as important as Rosa Parks; what I did was small.” As one who cooked for the Freedom Riders that inundated her community, she volunteered
at the urgency of the community leaders in her city. She notes,

"Before we left choir rehearsal one Saturday, some community organizers came to the church and asked if we would be willing to help; that there were some students arriving that would need food and shelter while they were here. I lived in a small place with my husband and two children and knew I couldn’t put anyone up for the night, so I told them I would cook."

The interviewee that lived in Montgomery, Alabama during the bus boycott participated in the boycott and as well, picketed white segregated businesses. She remembers,

"We (she and another domestic worker) walked to work and back six days a week for the first two weeks of the boycott. We certainly missed the convenience of riding the bus, but we wanted to do our part in helping to change things for black people. Finally, I told one of the deacons at my church that somebody is going to have to buy me some new shoes. After that, the church made sure we had a ride every day."

Based on her recollection, her employer was aware of her boycotting, as the buses were obviously void of black passengers. However, she states that her biggest worry was her employer finding out about her picketing downtown businesses as several workers she knew had lost their jobs.

Another interviewee was asked by an organizer at her church to help feed the Freedom Riders when they arrived. She went on to say that,

"When I was told I would be responsible for feeding thirty young people who were coming down here to help the Movement, I really didn’t understand what they were going to do once they got here. I didn’t know that they were possibly
jeopardizing their lives. Once I saw in the paper and heard from other people that some of the students were being spit on or hit by whites, I volunteered two more times to cook for them. I knew I couldn’t do much to help them, but at least they would eat well while they were here.”

One woman explains that she was asked to house some of the Freedom Riders. She states that although her husband was apprehensive about having strangers in their home, he was convinced after talking to organizers that these would be students who would conduct themselves in a mannerly way. She says,

“The group we had in our home only stayed for one night. They were courteous and cleaned up after themselves. I enjoyed listening to them talking about their dreams and goals, and my husband and I prayed with them before they left to head home. I just never thought that what little we did helped the Civil Rights Movement.”

Due to one woman working many hours, she reports being unable to participate in the demonstrations that were occurring in her city. She did provide meals for organizers and participants of the Movement. She contends that,

“I knew that if whatever plan they had to change how black people were being treated worked out, things would be better for my sons. I wanted them to be seen and treated as men.”

She went on to say,

“I cooked and fed them well. I wanted to make sure they were strong and healthy so they could face the long hard road they were traveling.”

The impact that participating in the Civil Rights Movement had on this study’s subjects inspired them later in life to become activists for individual causes. One woman,
who after leaving domestic work began working at a factory, first considered running for a council position in her district but instead, helped to organize a grievance entity at her workplace. Her comments were,

*Bing a part of the Civil Rights Movement gave me confidence and self-worth. I began to look at other injustices that I saw around me, and began thinking about how I could help."

After taking time to reflect over her life, another subject declared that perhaps due to witnessing the young Freedom Riders and their enthusiasm for change, this may have influenced her decision to provide both of her sons with a college education. She began,

"I think subconsciously, I wanted my sons to be like those Freedom Riders; smart, and brave."

The women's accounts of their experiences as activists not only afforded them the opportunity to contribute to the Movement, but in some cases, helped to redefine their worldview. Although their occupations coupled with their activism accounted for their absences at home, they foresaw how both positions would benefit their families in the long run.

In the Movement

*Role of The Black Church*

As reported by each of the women in this study, the church was the breeding ground for the recruitment of activists. This is where they were each recruited by either civil rights activists, NAACP members, or other church members. The black church was also where strategy meetings took place, and where the upcoming Movement activities
were discussed and planned. Subsequently, the black church served as an information center where domestic workers learned of Movement activities and where they were recruited for volunteer opportunities.

By some accounts, black domestic workers who were involved in the Movement experienced sexism by male counterparts. For some, their roles as domestic workers were an image that extended into their roles as activists.

*Traditional Role of Women*

The role of black women during the Civil Rights Movement era was repressive and constrictive in many ways. Society placed high importance and many expectations on the behavior of black women at home as well as in public. Women were supposed to fulfill certain roles, such as a caring mother, a diligent homemaker, and an obedient wife.

For domestic workers, this ideology remained as they began to matriculate into the Movement. Alice, one of the subjects of this study reported that she was assigned by male leaders to prepare and cook meals at planning meetings. Although she did not balk at his request, she states that some women refused. While some scholars have argued that most organizations relegated women to positions behind the scenes, or menial jobs, for domestic workers, this meant they were likely to be assigned duties that were typical of domestics. The sexism that was present in the Civil Rights Movement was a continuation of oppressive mentality that existed in the larger U.S. culture.

The roles played by women within the Civil Rights Movement both deviated from and reinforced the gender norms of the era. Many Civil Rights organizations were male-dominated; however, some allowed and encouraged female leadership and participation.
Some women conformed to traditional standards by performing domestic and clerical tasks while others contested such roles. Likewise, some male activists were not receptive to significant female involvement while others incited females to be active in the movement. While some black women were oppressed within the Movement, they were not complacent with their positions of inferiority.

*Civil Society Activism*

The Montgomery Bus boycott is usually credited with giving birth to the Civil Rights Movement as it came right on the heels of the historic 1954 Supreme Court ruling proclaiming that separate but equal schools were unconstitutional. A great majority of these passengers were black domestic workers. Margaret, who worked as a domestic worker in Montgomery during the time confirmed that she and many others depended heavily on taking the bus before the boycott. However, she adamantly admits that domestics worked along with community leaders and others to form a system of transporting all workers.

In addition to black domestic workers’ involvement with the bus boycott, many domestics served as picket sign holders in front of white segregated businesses. They also helped to prepare recruitment and meeting flyers. Like the women in this study, many domestics volunteered to feed and house out-of-town demonstrators, and worked behind-the-scenes to support the Movement.
Family Responsibilities

In this study, the families of each of these women were the most important aspects of their lives. They worked in order to provide for their families and to improve their living conditions. In each case, these women spent more time working away from home than they did with their families. They had to rely on family and friends to care for their children while they worked. The time and energy that many black domestics devoted to helping to raise white children was in inverse proportion to the time and energy that they had to spend on their own children. A domestic worker’s absence from home deeply affected some of their daughters especially. One subject admitted that her daughter had resentments and feelings of abandonment due to her mother’s occupation. She recalled,

"Years later, when my daughter was grown with children of her own, she saw me reading and hugging on my grandchildren. She told me she wished I had given her attention like that."

One subject confided that it was really difficult leaving her daughter in the care of her sister while she worked. She stated,

"When my daughter was three months old, I had to leave her in order to work. My husband was left to care for her whenever I had to work late. It was difficult for all of us.”
Contrary to the stereotypes of black women and specifically black domestic workers, many of them were married with families, and played various roles within their communities.

Their days off were also spent taking care of their own household responsibilities. Women in the sample group reported that their children were not yet born or were too young to help with laundry and other chores. They also report they made time for their families. The three women who were married during their years of domestic work, state that maintaining close relationships with their spouses was important. They made time for private dinners alone, picnics and movie outings. One subject responded that she and her husband spent their time together by working in their vegetable garden. Those who had children all agreed that the hours spent working as a domestic was hard for their own children. They stated in most cases, their spouse or designated relatives knew more about their children than they did; that many times they learned about the well-being of their children from others. Regardless of their duties as domestic workers, their activism within the Civil Rights Movement, or the demands they faced in their own homes, domestic workers maintained many responsibilities.

Relationship with Spouses

The relationship between domestic workers and their spouses and mates is another area that is remiss of serious examination. Family and community historically has been an important source of strength for black women. Sustaining a family was not easy given their long hours and low pay and that black women defined themselves by their family roles rather than by their role as workers.
Each of the interviewees reported the overwhelming support they received from their black male counterparts. The women who were married at the time they worked as domestics reported that their husbands were also employed and helped to support the family whereas in the movie *The Help*, none of the workers had supportive husbands. The sample group who were single at the time of domestic employment state that boyfriends or male family members were readily available to be a listening ear to their complaints and aggravations. They themselves were experiencing racial intolerances and could relate and provide empathy and support. One woman reported,

"My husband could relate to everything I was feeling. He was enduring the racial slurs and comments by his white co-workers, and I was dealing with the same issue by the white woman I worked for."

Another interviewee noted,

"At night, my husband and I would talk about our dreams for our children and that seemed to ignite us and help us push forward from one day to the next."

From the women's reports, sustaining a family was not easy given their long hours and low pay. Their examples reveal that the black domestic workers defined themselves by their family roles and their roles in the community. Alice commented that,

"At work we, (domestic workers), were seen as cooks, nannies, and cleaning women, but on Sundays, we were deaconesses, ushers, Sunday school teachers, or choir members. Through the eyes of our community, we were much more than domestics."

Both their family and community were an important source of strength for them, and
most continued to work after marriage and childbearing.

While the movie *The Help* portrayed the black family with the stereotypical black male absence, the domestic workers in this study reported strong family ties and supportive husbands. Some even reported that not only were there positive black males in *their* lives, but also in the lives of many of the workers they came in contact with. One subject noted,

"On Sundays I attended church with my family and would see other women who were domestic workers there with their husbands and families as well."

She continues,

"I was a member of a social club that met once per month. In attendance, there would be many domestic workers and their husbands. There were also women there who were married but their husbands worked out of town but would come home periodically. Our morals and standards were not any less than any other race."

**Personal Development**

Steady employment provided enough money for the women to sustain their own households. Some purchased their own homes while others were able to send their children to college. Collectively, this sample group expressed their satisfaction and pride in their work as well as the enjoyment of securing a good reputation as an honest employee. Such a perspective shows the dignity that upheld their occupations; they saw themselves as professionals. As one woman noted,

"I always had a reputation for taking my time about doing things. I didn’t want to
be known for doing things half way.
I took pride in doing a job well."

The Black Church as a Support

The role of the black church was also quite instrumental in providing a base of support to domestic workers. In addition to spiritual support, the black church served as a vehicle in providing family social functions, job fairs, and offered opportunities to become activists. It served as a gathering place where domestic workers could share and seek advice from other domestics, and where many took on activist roles. For the subjects of this study, it also became a place where they learned to organize inside and outside of the church.

Women In This Study

The working women whose lives are examined within this study, moved on to other occupations. Catherine, who labored for ten years as a domestic worker worked for a catering business until she retired. After which, she began a catering business of her own. After working for three families as a domestic worker for seven years, Alice worked for a few years at a factory before settling in as a housewife and mother. Sarah worked for two years as a librarian’s assistant after leaving domestic work. She later worked at a daycare before retiring. Eunice continued to work as a domestic worker for a total of eight years, and then became a housewife, only working as a private cook occasionally. Margaret moved to Nashville from Montgomery, Alabama after working for two years as a domestic worker. She worked several odd jobs before securing a job as a school bus driver until she retired. Scholars have argued that women in the Civil
Rights Movement were in fact the ones that organized the protests and demonstrations that are now largely ascribed to the more well-known leaders. They imply that black women were crucial to the success of the Movement.

**Discussions & Conclusions**

As a group, these women sacrificed the time they could have spent with their families, and jeopardized their employment and possibly their lives in order to support the Civil Rights Movement. Individually, they used whatever skills and talents they had to contribute to the advancement of racial equality. While working in the private homes of whites, they were able to sustain their dignity, take pride in their work, and still maintain active roles within the Movement. They utilized networking and support groups in order to organize themselves in a way that would forward their cause to end racial, socioeconomic and political oppression.

Collectively, they were each affected by their roles as domestic workers which manifested in various ways. For example, the harsh conditions and ten years of what she says was “back-breaking work,” Catherine worked to make sure her sons went to college and would not have to work as unskilled laborers. Today, one of her sons is a professor at Howard University and the other is a writer and film-maker with a doctoral degree. On the other hand, Margaret made sure she taught her daughter good work ethic practices, and trained her as a domestic worker as well.

Women in the sample group stated they felt their reputations were heavily dependent upon the personality and disposition of their white employers. One subject stated that an objectionable comment or “less than glowing” reference from an employer
could relegate a domestic worker from further employment as a domestic worker. Subsequently, their relationships with employers had to be constantly nurtured.

The dichotomy of the “friendly” employer and the “mean-spirited” employer are in some ways predictable, however, despite the physical, emotional, spiritual and economic consequences these women experienced, they emerged with dignity and self-worth. Thus the foremost goal of betterment as noted by Barnes (1993) for these women then was to resist racism.

Until recently, the personal relationships between black domestics and white female employers were never considered worthy of serious study. The world of women working in the home was less visible, and was considered less important, than the often more public lives of men. However, since the emergence of feminist scholarship in the late seventies, research has expanded to include the realities of working women’s lives.

The women in this study all had similar opinions about racism. They each felt that it was wrong, but they each dealt with it in various ways. For instance, despite the negative and defamatory comments Catherine received while working as a domestic worker, she stated that the support she received from her family and community helped her to withstand racism. She further stated that she knew she was not alone; she sat in the back of the bus with other blacks, and sat in the balcony of the downtown movie theatre designated for blacks with her friends and neighbors. To her, it was just a way of life, but something she knew one day would change. Alice stated that she was not truly aware of racism until she ventured outside of her community. She recalls that there were black-owned grocery stores in her neighborhood and all her teachers had been black. She says it was not until she had to travel to work that she would overhear derogatory comments about blacks, or
have to succumb to segregated public spaces. She adds that she was taught to say “yes ma’am” and “no ma’am” to whites.

For Sarah, her recollections are quite similar, stating that on most Sundays, she never had to come into contact with whites. She discussed how she and her family and friends all felt that it was wrong, but that their conditions in life would one day change. She adds that although her mother enforced upon her and her siblings to always be polite and docile, her father always emphasized how they should speak up for themselves and not feel bad for being black; but to be proud and to walk with their heads up. She adds that she always knew racism was wrong, but did not feel there was anything she could do about it until she joined the Movement.

Eunice stated as a child, she always got into trouble for defying racism. She recalls being told as a child not to venture into a nearby white neighborhood. Of course, she says, she and her friends would occasionally visit the five and ten cents store that was located in this forbidden area. The storekeeper allowed them to come in and purchase items, however, the children in that area would throw rocks at them where an exchange of rock throwing would take place and then she and her friends would escape back to their neighborhood. She admits that sometimes there wasn’t anything they really wanted to buy, they just got satisfaction in throwing rocks at the white children. She said that for her, it was a way of releasing the anger she felt towards whites.

Margaret admits that for her, it was very difficult for her to work for whites while feeling so much disdain for them. She states that the attitude whites had for blacks in Birmingham, was no different from the attitude whites in Nashville held for blacks. She admits that the length of time she spent working as a domestic worker was short
compared to many because it was so difficult for her to work for people who made it apparent that they felt they were better than her.

The women in his study admitted they knew of black women who had to move in with relatives due to lack of income, or move to another state in order to find work because it was too difficult for them to work as domestics. They contend that the isolation of the occupation, the close proximity workers had with employers, and the racist attitudes by many employers, was something many black women could not tolerate.
CHAPTER SIX: SUMMARY DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

Women in the study are representative of black women historically in the U.S. in that they were not housewives, but working women, mothers and wives – unlike white middle class women. The social construction of gender defined different roles for the white women and the black women in the study. The black women were domestic workers who worked for the middle class White housewife although they were educated, competent, and skilled enough to be assigned with educating and transporting the white children of their employers. The women worked in the low job classification of domestic worker because those were the only jobs available for most black women in the 1950's and 1960's.

In their workplace, they were further exploited because they were not only of the working class, but also because domestic work occurred in the private sphere of the homes and were therefore non-union and unprotected. The working experiences of black domestic workers was therefore one of triple exploitation and discrimination due to race, class, and gender in the public sphere of society and in the private sphere of the homes of white middle class families where they were ill-treated, denigrated, and humiliated by white women. Interestingly, white women negotiated their gender identity through attempts of friendship with the black domestic workers but exercised their class and race privilege in the way they treated the black domestic workers. This resulted in complex and tense relationships of white superiority and black inferiority within gender. On the
other hand, black domestic workers negotiated this relationship with white women by the clarity in which they understood that the relationship was not one of real friendship, but one that was a working relationship only and was important to their job security. They understood that there was no relationship outside the white female employer's home.

At the same time, black domestic workers expressed their maternal characteristics with the children of the white families in which they worked, and empathized with them when they had to leave for a change in jobs. Given their work situation, black domestic workers like their predecessors and all working black women, resisted racism and denigration in unique and creative ways as the examples in the interviews show. They also networked and assisted each other in job searches and on the job advice. They assisted other workers in how to deal with white employers, especially the white middle class women. Therefore, when the black domestic workers were exposed to resistance and activism the public sphere of the Civil Rights Movement, they were already engaged in such activism in the private spheres of their work life.

Their involvement in the Civil Rights Movement focused around traditional gender roles of meal preparation, housekeeping, and hosting of protestors and organizers as well as in other forms typical of the Civil Rights Movement such as protests and boycotts. Interestingly while black domestic women's resilience and networking in the private spheres of their jobs was relatively safe, unknown to their employers, their activism in the Civil Rights Movement was one of risk-taking, and presented dangers to their jobs, (could be fired), and their personal safety, (arrested and jailed). Their decision to participate in social activism at any cost indicated the women's commitment to fight
against racism and discrimination of all kinds and reflects the legacy of their predecessors.

The black domestic workers in the study not only negotiated their race, class and gender as oppressed working women, but also balanced their work life with their family life. They worked because their family depended on their income as the monies earned by their husbands could support the family. This is another example where the social construction of gender that defines the man as the breadwinner was not applicable to the black man and his family. The work that the women did however presented certain dilemmas as it required them to leave their own children to take care of white children as be away from their families overall for a great deal of time. While from the interviews this resulted in some anxiety with children and mothers, it did not cause conflict or family break-ups. Instead, most of the women reported strong relationships with their own children, spouses, their church and community.

In fact, their work experiences and participation in the Civil Rights Movement further strengthened their character, self-esteem, and leadership qualities both in the home and workplace. For example, one of the women left domestic work and became an employee activist in a factory job. Another, encouraged by the resilience of the student protestors was convinced that she must send her own children to college so that they can a better future than she did. None of the women wanted their children to experience the racism, sexism and classism that they endured as domestics.

This study is unique as it encompassed the full spectrum of the lives of women black domestic workers. Unlike The Help, the findings, analysis and discussions are based on the true life stories of black domestic workers. It also provided the complexities
and nuances of experiences, relationships and perspectives when race, class, and gender intersect. The social activism, coping strategies, networking and sisterhood explained by the women could only be revealed by black domestic workers themselves including the places that this was possible such as at the bus stops and in the black churches. The data also serve to highlight the everyday forms of resistance by women in the workplace as well as in social movements that are sometimes not valued, even by the women themselves.

Most important the research by examining the roles and relationships of the women in their work, in the Civil Rights Movement and in their family gave women human agency in negotiating the public and private spheres of their lives. The paradigm of negating the existence of personal and public spheres is one that black feminists continue to reject. The negation the knowledge and lived experiences of black women that ignores the complexity and diversity of their experiences is based on the assumption that the reality of white middle class women is the reality of all women.
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